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Appeal may reverse SAF decision

Forestry majors

•
ID

limbo

By Todd Balf

addressed are those that can be
Senior forestry major, Jim
answered and looked upon by the
The Society of American
Goodheart said Haaland told all
administration. The whole
Forestry's decision to remove · forestry students Tuesday that
question is in part something the
accreditation on January l_.!981
reaccredidation could not be
administration has to actdress, .. ne
from the forestry program at u NH
expected before 1982.
.
has been appealed by President
Ronald Christensen, director of\ , said.
professional programs at SAF said
Evelyn Handler.
Johnson said hearsay
the decision to cancel accreditation concerning the forestry
According to Gordon Haaland,
vice president of academic affairs
of the forestry program was •·as far . department had adverse effects on
the appeal stressed the extension of as I know the first time that any students.
the nonaccreditation status from
school of its kind has been denied
••There were extreme
January I to July I in order to
accredidation by the Society of psychological effects on everyone
allow graduating seniors
American Foresters."
in the program,~• he said.
accredited status.
He said administrators from
Shortly after receiving a letter of UNH will have an active role in the
explanation from the Society of appeal process .
American Forestry(SAF) Handler
.. The nine member council
sent a written appeal to SAF in
makes the final decision. The UNH
Washington D.C.
appeal will go directly to the
Haaland said the grounds for
council, and the chairperson of the
the appeal which will be sent to the
council and the chairmen of the
SAF council have been finished.
visiting team which evaluated
He . refused- to- release them, bur UNH will be subject to cross
according to a few forestry majors
examination by the University
the grounds are based on faulty
administrators.
SAF accusations.
Harold Hocker, professor · of
Carl Johnson, a forestry
forest resources said, ••1 think the
By Todd Balf
graduate student said most of the : students should feel encouraged. I
What exactly is the Society of
SAF grievances were general in
think there is a very good chance
American Fores try and the process
nature, but those that were specific accreditation will remain until July
of reacreditation?
were erroneous.
I, and that was our first concern,"
Johnson said accusations
he said.
The Society of American .
included: an unbalanced student
Paul Bruns, Hocker's colleague
Forestry (SAF) is a 14 person
faculty ratiet1, · programs which .and professor of forest resources
elective body from all over the
lacked practical application, and
agrees with Hocker.
United States. The officers include
the lack of a powerful department
••we were primarily concerned
a president elect, a current
head.
~
about the date of non-acreditation- president, and the past president of
Haaland said a meeting in
from the standpoint of the present
the organization.
Washington with the SAF helped
seniors," he said.
SAF - deals - with univers1t1es
to pinpoint the pro_!>lems involved
Bruns said · that in a letter across the nation including UNH.
in the forestry program
~ddtesed to the president of the
The first dealing they had with
becomming reaccredited.
SAF he raised this question, and
UNH came when UNH gave SAF
••1t clarified how we can best
added that the SAF should
a self-evaluation of the forestry
reconsider
the
students'
welfare
in
meet their concerns and they can
program.
·
this decision. ·
adjust to our concerns. It is too
After SAF received the selfBruns also said the problem of
soon to tell what the results will be,
evaluation, a ••visiting team" came
non-accreditation can be
but the grounds for the appeal will
, to UNH for two and a half days.
overcome by the administration.
be submitted in writing to them
The teams which consists of three
••The problems that the so(;i~ty
before next week," he said.
persons submitted to the nine
member board on. accreditation a
report on the forestry program.

How SAF

.a>resident ~vel}"il Handier sµGkc in tli .: :\H li ~ •... 1.1t,·
Wednesday night. (Henri Barber photo)
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Handler's speech
•
covers many issues
By Greg Flemming
University President Evelyn
Handler spoke about sexual
assault, fraternities , a new
residence hall, and several other
topics Wednesday evening in the
Granite State Room of the MU B.
A member of the audience said
she had been told of "high
instances of sexual harassment"
this semester, and said the rumor
was that one offender is of "high
esteem" and the matter was being
covered up by the administration.
••1 haven't heard these rumor>,"
President Handler told the 70
students and faculty at the
question session sponsored by the
UNH Mortar Board Honor
Society.
There had been one weekend
when some females were bothered
by some males ••who had been
drinking" she said , ••but high
incidence of rape? no way."
"I expect to be told when these
things happen, and I haven't heard
any reports," she added .
J. Gregg Sanborn, acting vice
president of student affairs backed
the President's statement that
these were rumors.
'"There's a big difference
between sexual assault, which can
be verbal abuse or touching, and
rape," he said.

·

"Fraternities and sorortdes have
been on campus for a long time. 1
would expect no more or no less
from them than any other student
organization," she said;
Handler also discussed the
possibility of building a new d~rm
in Lot A, across from the field
house.
••There will be a new dorm one
way or another," the President
promised, citing pl~ns for a 40,0
bed residence nall. T ne pr_o posal 1s
HANDLER. page 18 _

made its
.d ecision

This report is purely factual , and
not an evaluation. Before the
standing committee took any
action it sent it back to President
Evelyn Handler for inspection of
the report's accuracy.
.
The standing committee which
is the SA F's governing body, and is
comprised of forestry practioners
and educators made the final
determination on accreditation.
The decision was made by
consulting the SAF's set of
standards which includes eight
broad categories with specifo;
guidelines within each.
·
•..
According to Ronald Christen.:.
sen, director of professio~al
programs at SAF the final
judgement was made by evaluating
UN H's input in comparison to the:
student's output.
UNH's appeal has gone directly
back to the standing committee. '.
The appeal had to be delivered to
SAF within 30 days from the time
that formal notice on non
accreditation.
·

Fraternities

Another student asked the
President's opinion on the
University's Greek system.
"I think every time something
happens on campus a finger goes
up and says the Greeks did it,"
President Handler responsed .
"Let's treat them as individuals."

UNH has 15 additional days to
send the SAF the grounds for the
appeal.
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According to the University
, officials this will be done before
early next week.
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Hey Nan! Wanna hear the Battie of the Bands at the MUB Pub this we·e kend? Blaaah. (Barbie Walsh photo)

The standi ng committee will
then hear the appeal and make the
final judgement 60 days after SAF
receives the grounds for UN H's
·appea l.
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Comm,µnication. 'disOTdiirs·.are. iio ..preb.Ji/i,i, f Q;i;. -~~~ .~li~:i~_
By ·M~g~- Hagopian . · ·.

'

·

·

The child scratched his head and
pointed to the brightly colored
characters on the paper before
him.
"She are trying to pick up the
dog," he exdaimed, "I mean she is
trying."
"Do you know why she is
trying?" the clinician asked.
"Cause there's only one," he
answered.
Verb agreement is a common
problem for the children in therapy
at the Communications Disorders
Clinic located in the Paul Creative
Arts Center. The clinic also treats
adults and serves the University
and surrounding communi'ties.
For the past ten years the clinic
has . been set up to, give
communications disorders majors
first hand experience with the

functional, not orga~ic: In other
words the problem usually has
nothing to do with a physical lack
of ability."
A child can develop a functional
language problem if hearing is lost
during the sound development
period.
The types of therapy offered at
the clinic include; speech,
specifically treating articulation
and stuttering; Aural rehabilitation, such as lip reading,
language
therapy, involving
sentence structure; and voice
therapy for hypernasality ( talking
though the nose) and laryngectomy ( removed voicebox)
rehabilitation.
The children ahd adults work'
with the therapist or clinician in a .
small, plain room with a table and
two chairs. An observation room

types of thcrupy they will perform.

with

as trained professionals in the
field.
There are seven undergraduates
working as clinicians in the course
now and four graduate students
logging hours toward their masters
degrees. The course is supervised
by Yvonne Newport, a licensed
speech therapist, and- Dr.
Frederick Lewis, who also do some
therapy.
The kids we work with are
usually between three and eight
years old," Karen Bernier, an
undergraduate· clinician, said.
.. Their problems are mostly

ono way
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microphone permits parents to
hear and watch their child's
progress with the clinician. ·
••The kids know their mother or
father is in th~~oom,"Berniersaid.
••we don't have the parent in the
therapy room because the child
would be distracted from therapy.
I could lose control of being the
therapist."
If the client gives his consent, a
videotape machine is set up in one
of the observation rooms so the
session can be taped. The tapes are
played back during class for the
, learning benefit of all the clinicians

A child plays with the two way mirror at the Communications Disorder Clinic in the Paul Creative Arts
Center. (Jackie Horn photo)
Bernier said.
One method of
reinforcement used in the clinic
involves giving tokens for correct
responses. The tokens can be
cashed in for a chance to do a
puzzle or color in a book. The
clinicians are careful not to give
any negative reinforcement which
might retard the client's progress.
••If the incorrect response is
given," Burnett said, ••we don't say
anything and do not give a -token.

in training.
The clinicians work with three to
four clients each. The clients come
to the clinic two one-hour sessions
per week. Some of the ~hildre_n
also recieve therapy at their pubhc
schools to help them step up
-language development.
••once we get momentum behind_
him, get him motivated and. give
him good reinforcement, he will do
more often more correctly,"

The child thinks about it and
usually corrects himself."
••we have our own established
criteria for moving them on,"
Heidi Tibbetts, a clinician, said. ••If
the client gives 85 percent correct
responses out of 40 over two
consecutive therapy sessions the
client moves on."
The clinicians put in 12 to 15
hours each week in orenarntinns
COMMUNICATION, page 18

Center closed

News- -in Brief

Waste is burned, not recycled
By Matt Beebe

Corrections
. In the Tuesday, November 4 issue of The New Hampshire, it was
mcorrectly _stated that Memorial Union Student Organization
(MUSO) might have to pay $25,000 for ,a new movie screen to .
repl~ce the screen damaged during MUSO's recent showing of the .
movie The Rocky Horror Picture Show.
The actual estimated cost of a new screen is $2,500.

The tentative drop in the energy surcharge for residents of UNH
dormitories may range from $33.60 to $42.00 not $8.40 as the New
Hampshire reported on Tuesday.
Overall, UNH students may see a $5 to $7 reduction in the energy
surchage on tuition bills for the spring semester.
Any reduction in the energy surcharge depends on approval by the
Board of Trustees and price stability in the world energy market.

_Karate chainpion

The UNH recycling center, the
last major recyc;ling c_enter ,in_.th5
state, has shut.down: . ~
· ·"
The center closed four weeks
ago today and student apathy is
cited as one of the contributing
factors.
••The major reason is that
students lost interest in recycling,"
said Joe Tessier, former director of
the recyclin_g center. ·
Neil :Sam't on, one of three
chairmen of Students for
Recycling, denies that allegation.
Bainton said the reason the center
bas closed was "UNH didn't
consider it a priority."
According to Bainton, Sutdents
for Recycling has 20 members and
is very active. ••Right now we're
only recycling computer paper,"
Bain ton said. ••we can't do glass or
metal because we need large
quantities and a place to store it."
Bainton said that initially the
physical plant planned· to burn the
used computer paper in the
incinerator, ••but we found out it's
worth more recycled than burnt."
••They told us there was no need
to recycle," Bain ton said.

UNH freshman John Mas~n, chief instructor of the CHE-LU
Karate class in the Strafford Room of the MU B, won all around gold
in the Manadnock Region Karate Championships, Saturday,
November I.
Mason took first place in form, second place in kata and third
place in sparring.

Conflicting interests between
the new waste incineration system
and recycling also played a big role
in the shutdown. The Lamprey
Regional Solid Waste Cooperative
incinerator burns refuse as its fuel
source and it burns just about any
type of refuse.
"Ordinary, everyday garbage,"
is hov,,· John Sanders, assistant
director at the physical plant,
describes the fuel. ·•11 burns
everything that is thrown in."

The weather,
Today will be mostly cloudy with a chance of a few showers and
temperatures will range from 44-49 degrees.
There's a chance of showers tonight and tomorrow with lows 3442 degres, and highs on Saturday in the 40's.
Winds will be southwesterly on Saturday, 5-15 miles per ;hour.
Precipitation probabilities are 30 percent today and 60 percent
tonight.
The long range forecast calls for unsettled weather Sunday
through Tuesday \\'1th highs in the 40's and lows int he 20':-,.
It will be colder on Tuesday.

Glass, organics and cans are all
burned as a source of fuel. The
incinerator does - not handle
industrial waste.
According to Sanders, the
system has been l?urning ref use for
over a week and is expected to be in
operation within the next two
weeks.
The new system is designed to
supplement the present steam
sy~tem which heats the University.
It 1s capable of providing heat for
U l\ H if the boiler system
mal function~

.

Up to 106 tons of refuse can be
burned daily, although only 60-70
_tons ;NjlJ be u~ed i~ the }?eginning.
••Every ton' that's run thro~gh.is
equal to 42 gallons of fuel oil," said
George Crombie, the administrator for the Lamprey Regional
Cooperative.

If that is true, UNH will be
saving over 2,500 gallons offuel oil
per day.
According to Crombie, there are
12 local tow~s in the co-op and
each town 1s responsible for

transporting
University.

the waste to the

••The towns in the program are
under •agreement that only
compactors can come with trash
and only in large loads," noted
Crombie.
. Both-- Crombie and Sanders
stated that they would like to see
voluntary separation of the refuse
so that non-combustible materials
could be removed and recycled.
However no plans have been made
for the recycling center in the
immediate future.

Some might call it
---t------

"dial-a-painting''
By Chet Patterson
••1 '11 paint an_ythinj_," .th.e _c!.<!.
says.
Anything?
·' · ·•°I
••(Almost anything) on your
jacket, pillow, wall, refridge, etc.
Call Selena at 868-524 7."
Selena Ford is a junior art studio
major, and this is her first semester
at UNH. During her two years at
Colby College, she painted to earn
spending money, painted things
like Aerosmith's Toy's in the Attic"
on a fraternity refrigerator.

••11 all started with Artie (a
friend) a_sking me to do that
Grateful Dead (emblem) on his
coat. I spent aH day on it; from ten
in the morning to nine at night. We
listened to Grateful Dead albums
all day long. I painted and Artie
studied."

· Batiks she had done many years
ago hung on her apartment walls,
and an album entitled Italian
Renaissance Art, lay on the floor.
She took a fur coat out of her
closet.
"See this'? I got this for doing
two hours of art work." she said.
She explained that her home

town of Sanford, Maine had a
contest for a new city emblem, top
prize $100.00, and in the true spirit
of Father Procrastination, she put
off doing the design until late the
night before the contest. She won
that contest anyway.
Among other things, Selena
. dabbles in embroidery.
••1 just finished repairing a
bracelet, too. I guess I get it from
my Dad: he's kind of a handyman.
Dad's an artist,too. That's where I
get my talent from."
She took some photographs out
of a drawer. One picture was a.wall
at Colby plastered with Blue
Oyster Cult. Another was of a
jacket she had done, and charged
$15 for.
·
••if I charged minimum wage per
hour, my work would be too
expensive," she said.

· ··1 need the bucks, that's why I
d9 all this stuff." So far, she added,
response to her ad in The New
Hampshire has been minimal.
At Colby. she noted. Grateful
Dead was the group that people
requested most fo r her to paint .
"Everybod y \.\-ant s the Dead, " sh e
said.
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Studying
is their
TASk

Student enrollment
higher than ·the.
projected amount

By Lori Holmes
Diane, an upperclassman, was
concerned with her low grades on
multiple choice tests which she
thought stemmed from her
bordom at UNH.
She went to the Training in
Academic Skills Center (TASK)
situated in Stoke 35c, looking for
ways to improve her grades.
A counselor at TASK taught her
the

51\.illi;

5hc

would

need

PAGE THREE

More students accepted UNH
- admission offers this year than the
admissions office anticipated, said
Stanwood C. Fish, Director of
Admissions.
While·the Admissions office had
projected the rate · of student

· Fish said.
The increase in the freshman
admission-offer acceptance rate
has resulted in a freshman
enrollment of 2,263, 83 more than
the· projected 2,180.
The total enrollment for 1980-81
is 10,959, 49S more than the
projected enrollment of 10,500.

ciooeptcince of University offers of

In order to compen£~te for thii:

By Einar Sunde

to

perform better on multiple choice
tests and she put those skills into
effect this semester.
The 11 students who are
counselors at TASK teach
academic survival skills to studyproblem students s--eeking
improvement in note taking,
writing, and finally, grades.
Students learn of TASK
.through Freshman orientation,
academic advisors, and other
students.
The students walk in or call for
an appointment for help. Next is

admission to dr<>p, that rate. increase, the Office of Residential
Life is housing students in two
actually rose by two to three
non- Residence Hall facilities,
percent, according to Fish.
.. We were surprised that the rate
according to Anthony Zizos,
associate Director of Residential
went up when the economy and the
Life.
international political climate were
Acacia House, the former
as threatening as they were,'' he
. said.
residence of Acacia fraternity, has
been remodeled and now houses 4 J
Fish explained that because of
students. Freshmen are also.
the recession, he and "other people
housed int he Atlantic motels,
involved with the admissions
located in Hampton Beach, New
process" had expected fewer
Hampshire, which have been
parents to make the financial
Anlituny Bernett and his dog. Chh·as. play in lh1.• ~~~ n?s. (Jon o'Neil
an interviewing session with
rented by the University since the
committment of sending a son or
photo)
Daniela Duby, coordinator of the
fall of 1979.
daughter to college.
center.
The Freshman English
The
rate
of
admission-offer
·•1 try to make them realize they
program, which concerns the only
acceptance for in-state freshmen
are not alone when they walk
required course in the University,
was 63 percent this year, up from
through the door,'' Duby said.
·
"From a workshop in my
has also had to compensate for the
6 I percent for the J979-80 school
I
dorm," Diane replied.
increased number of freshmen.
year.
.. What do you hope to do when
Lester Fisher, hed of the
The out of state freshmen also
you leave UNH'?" Duby asked.
Freshman English Program,
accepted two percent ~ore offers
.. Graduate and get a job."
of ad mi·s sion, going from 41
declined to comment on the
Duby explained that most
program, but Jean Kennard,
percent in 1979-80 to 43 percent for
•·we get a lot of the premiere
people want a good job and they By Chris Wuensch
are worried about their grades.
movies before other area theaters,··
chairperson of the English
this year. There was also an
Two new theaters are being
Duby asked Diane to rank
Armitage said. ·
added to Cine 1-2-3-4, located next
Department, said that no effect ont
increase of three percent in the
among which situations of to the Newington Mall. Upon
The Opeechee Construction
he Freshman English Program had
transfer student rate of admissionworkshops she learns the most.
Management Corporation of
completion, there will be six
offe, acceptance, according to
been noticed.
lecture class, labs individual
Laconia is handling the
theaters under the same roof. The
••1t•s hard to know if there has
Fish.
instruction. or small group
new cinema will be called Cine 1-2- construction of the new theaters.
been
any effect," Kennard said.
In
addition
to
the
increased
instruction.
The
cinema
complex
is
owned
by
3-4-5-6.
Them she asked Diane which
.. We added more sections to the
number of new students, the
The expected opening date of the SBC Theater Company in
one she prefers to learn.
Boston.
the new facilities is Christmas.
program last year, because it was
number of returning students was
"Most of the time these
Each new theater will have a
"There are more movies
clear that too many freshmen were
also higher than usual, Fish said.
situations are the same but we are
available to us which requires seating capacity of 200, and a
not getting hte sections they
Fish attributed the ( rise in
sometimes surprised at the
more theaters," said manager Phil suround stereo system. ••1t will be a
wanted."
admission-offer acceptance to an
different results," Duby said.
very comfortable theater,"
Armitage.
The program now has 53
unforseen effect of the recession.
Armitage said.
The big question of concern is
Arm1'trage indicated that there
"what kinds of problems are you was a greater number of people
Provisfons for additional
.. The recession must have caused
sections.
encountering at UN H'?" Duby going to see movies and that the
parking are also being made. The
"It~ too early to tell if there will
less students to go to private
said. ·
enlarged parking area will hold 140
enlargement was needed in order
be an effedt," Kennard said.
colleges. where tuition is higher,"
After asking introductory
more cars.
to accomodate the increase.
questions Duby explained the
process of the program.
"We set you up with a tutor
counselor with whatev.er time is
convient for you.·· Duby said. "We
also have a reading sp~cialist
which is an available option."
to meet a deadline, and I wanted t
By Joel Brown
I was surprised that since this
by-step instructions.
Duby administered a reading
receive a ·tittle, too. I know it'
The Organization for the Study
event was sponsored by the student
This was slow, detailed massage.
testto Diane. "This is mainly for
better to give. But I had bee
of the Nature of Man was going to
We put our fingertips together in organization that is involved
the students; students will be able
typing all day, and missed two
.
mostly
in
parapsych.
o
logy
and
that
work
on
bodies
instead
of
minds
the
middle
of
our
partners'
to see their vocab ulary,
classes to do it, and I was tense
this time.
sort of thing, there was nothing
foreheads and moved our hands
comprehension, and readin,g
about a mid-term I'd done lousy
involved by the senses. No talk of
It seemed like another one of slowly outward.
level." Duby said.
on, and I was looking forward to
those plum assignments that crop
new spiritual frontiers, but a lot of
'"You shouldn't be talking too
"It is also difficult to ask about a
lying down with my eyes closed in
repetition
of
the
word
..
relax."
up
from
time
to
time,
like
the
beer
much,"
Glenda
said.
"Just
check
person's reading skills." Duby
that half-dark room and be
seminar:
TOSNOM
's
massage
Close
the
eyes,
let
the
quiet
and
to
see
if
the
once
in
a
while
said.
pleasantly, methodically worked
workshop.
the gentle massage soothe bodies
pressure's right."
After Diane finished the half
over.
Glenda Yea ton, who teaches
weary and tense after long days
We massaged gently out to the
hour reading test she filled out an
I heard the clicking of the
Yoga
at
UNH,
had
already
started
over
desks,
typewriters,
and
then
in
those
little
hollows
hairline,
academic skills survev for her tutor
photographer's camera, it sounded
the
session
when
I
arrived.
textbooks.
just
above
the
eyes,
("'Try
it
a
little
counselor on her next visit, Dubv
strangely distant. like ·traffic
Eighteen or 20 people, mostly
It was 25 minutes before we got
harder there,·• my partner said,)
explained.
•
outside in the street at night when
students, mostly women, were
down to the neck.
then up the jaw from the chin and
A week later. Diane began h~r
spread
out
around
the
fencing
going
to
have
to
leave
early
MASSAGE. page 9
I
was
around
the
ear.
wed;ly counsding sessions.
room in New Hampshire Hall,
Duh tries to ~1ake the student
doing twisting, stretching warmfeel th~-it t'. 1 ey are not ··c1umb.''This
ups.
is a comn1on prublcm. ·· Duby
The room was lit only by two
cxplaincJ. ·'There is .-1 great
small spotlights that cast small
difference in tb\.· college k\cl from
circles of light and reflected.golden
;,1gh schnt)l. ..
across the polished wooden Door
"One tu 011-. h.l!-.ts H,~ard t-he
am.I in the mirrors along one \\<ali.
indi\iJu;.ii\ necJ :s cmph..isized
Yeaton spoke gently. slowly.
here." Duh\ .1Jdcd.
Th c r c · a r c n o s pc c i a 1 · like psychiatrists in movies do.
There was no . harsh glare to
requirement:- for the tutors. But,
interrupt the tranquility, no
there 1s an unwritten coJc that they
untoward sound except for the
have lt> pns:-es'> higher than
rumble of gymnastics on the floor
a,eragt.: gra,k point a\erages,
above, and the occasional crackle
according. tl) Sue Baisley.
of a knotted muscle giving way.
sophomur\.' tutt)r counselor.
l got paired with the other
Prcs ..·ntly. she has a paid
latecomer , a dark-haired
posititin :,rn.l ft>ur l'liems.
University ·employee named
"M\ ..·!tents arc enthusiastic
Goldman. We spread out a
abl1u,· \\;1nting to imprnw their
sleeping bag and I knelt and
:.!l";JdCs .. raislc\" :-aiJ. "The,· want
Students learn foot massage at TOSNOM's massage clinic last night (Jackie Horn photo)
started follow Glenda's
!(~
demonstrations, and careful. step-

Newington to add
two new theatres

Soothing tense and weary b~dies

7 -\' ~\.. ,' .. ,,,
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·By Greg Flemming
Reagan's supporters. yelled
arrogantly.
Carter's stared wearily at the
televisions.
Anderson's wondered why it
couldn't happen. Such were the
·contrasting atmospheres at the
three Presidential candidate's
"victory celebrations" in Boston
Tuesday night. ·
Less thari 200 people stood
under three gold chandeliers in -the
ballroom of the Park Plaza Hotel.

Television sets
in each corner
of the room announced Ronald
Reagan's increasing lead and killed
President Carter's party. A few in
the crowd drank beer from bottles,
but the two bars weren't busy.
The cheap sounding jass band in
the balcony played for no dancers,
as supporters tried to joke and
111akc

convc, .:,ation,

their

eye.:,

avoiding th. e green and white
ballons and huge "Re-elect CarterMondale" signs which blanketed
the white walls.
"!thought it would be much
closer," one middle age man who
had worked for the Carter
campaign said.
The party was over before 9:00
p.m. when another campaigner
made a short speech, hoping that
"Ronald Reagan doesn't live up to
his reputation." The two television
crews began packing their cameras
and spotlights.
·
Seven blocks awasy in the
Shearaton Boston Hotel the
Reagan and Anderson supporters
met. More than 50
people sat

'
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•

I

~.

on the red carpet -of the long·
rectangular Anderson room.
The bar had closed. Of the
nearly all under-thirty crowd,
several drank beer they'd brought
with them as they watched a
television.
A 24 year old social worker, who
had supported John Anderson
since he'd heard of him a year and a
half ago called the elction results
·"pitiful."
He admitted the choice had
been between Carter and Reagan,
but praised neither.
Yes, the
President had "kept us out of war
for four years," the supporter said.
But his campaing that "Reagan
stinks, and a vote for Anderson is a
vote for Reagan, so vote for me
was terrible."
Even though she was also an
Anderson supporter, a 19 year old
government major at Wheaton
c.011ege tnougnc caner wou1a win,
and had voted for him. The girl
discarded Anderson again this
time for Reagtan 's party upstairs,
because it was better.
Moving was difficult in the
Sheraton's Commonwealth Room
with red and white carpet and
mirrored walls.
The music-less
room smelled of cigarette smoke,
gin; and beer, and the loud talking
was interupted by cheers at least
every five minutes.
Clapping and .cheering erupted
when a new electoral count .
appeared on three color televisons ·
facing the standing crowd,
reporting 338 for Reagan, and 35
for Carter. Another of the many
Republican Congressional

Anderson supporters
were still optimistic
Bv Lorraine Townes
When .John Anderson conceded the presidential election to
Ronald Reagan, one Anderson
campaign volunteer said .. God,
doesn't he look like a president."
Just before the polls closed in
Concord, a phone rang at
Anderson For President
Headquarters. A female volunteer
picked up .the receiver and spoke
cheerfully, .. Good evenrng,
Anderson can win."
Early· in the evening, the mood
among Anderson volunteers
reflected this optimism.
.. Maybe he'll win," said
volunteer John Conlon, a graduate
student at _Berkeley. "It'll be nice to
see. Even if he doesn't, in the next
few years, when people see Reagan
or Carter in office, they will think
back and say, I could have made an
intelligent choice. Why didn't I
vote for Anderson?"
"I hope we'll get 20 percent and
beat Jimmy Carter in this state,"
said Joseph · Carbonari, executive
director of the Anderson campaign
in New Hampshire. Anderson
eventually received II percent of the
vote in New Hampshire.
Workers, mostly students from .
St. Paul's School a private high
school in Concord, hustled in and
out of the cramped, three-room
office, carrying signs, hats and
pamphlets.
According to Conlon, they'd
• been working at the polls all day,
"standing at the doors to remind
people that _John Anderson still
exists."
Monday they had done some
calling on the phones.Conlon
said, to get a feel for how people were going to vote. They found
most people were still undecided,
although there was a lot of support
for Anderson, raising hopes at the
last minute.
••u nt.il last night," Conlon said,
"1 didn't feel we wer~ in-a position
to be disappointed ...
As the polls closed, volunteers
returned , weary, but hopeful, to

watch the election returns on a
small black and white TV in one
c~rner. A bowl of popcorn
circulated the room and Coke cans
hissed open.
Conversation among the dozen
and a half people grew to a roar
until a young volunteer pointed at
the TV, yelling, "Shut up!"
Another state was lost to Ronald
Reagan.
A g!rl's voice rose above the
disappointed murmers. ••what
happens if Reagan wins and has a
,_~NDE-RSON .- page 7 .

Anderson:

Demay.
try agam
.

By Lorraine Townes
The concensus among area
Anderson supporters and
campaign directors is "it's not over
for John Anderson."
Most would like to think it will
never be over.
"I would hope he'd make
another independent approach to
the presidency,"· said William
Kennedy, co-coordinator of the .
Maine Anderson campaign.
"The third party is a good
trend," Kennedy said. "The two
party system let us down this time.
The biggest crime is that a man of
Anderson's quality is not
considered a viable candidate
becaus~ he does not belong to one
of the two parties."
.. Anderson has done as well as
any independent since Lincoln,"
K~nnedy said. "He's the only one
who could win in a third party (in
1984)."
Marshall Maguire, regional
campaign coordinator for
Manchester, agreed . "I hope to see
RUN A-GAl "\ :Pare Ii
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to the televisions to see themselves
Tbey interupted his speech
victories was announced a minuite
when the spot was aired ten
often, drowning out several lines
later, followed by more cheering.
minutes later.
"Rudman's ahead in New and when it was over the chanting
Hampshire!" one person began again, continuing for sever-,il
The line at the bar formed again,
minutes
exclaimed.
and like Reagan, a 56 year old
On one sicte of the room a attourney had words of victory.
More cheering. More drinking.
And a long line _to the singhe bar. Channel 5 crew did a 60 second
"I felt he was going to be the next
A Reagan fan from Boston spot interview. A dozen of the
president right from •the
University whose breath · college students who had cast their
beginning," he said. He described
substantiated his claim that he'd votes that day stood behind the
President Carter As a "well
had six beers and several gin and interviewer and waved their
meaning individual who lacks
tonics, said he had contended with fingers, pushing to get in view of
leadership qualities."
the camera, and then rushed over
a lot of support for Anderson and
some for Carter at the University . .
"I can't wait until tomorrow," he
said proudly. "I'm going to wear
tny pin all around." The·20 year .
old management student •lfad been .
November fourth 1980 9:45 p.m. President Carter is presenting his
confident that Reagan would win
but was suprised by the margin of concession speech. Ronald Reagan qas been voted the fourtieth
President of the United States by the American people.
·
victory.
How do you feel, at this moment about the election results?
Though the room was filled with
Carl Salisbury, manager of the MUB: "I'm scared. I find it hard to
many ranging in age from 30 to 70
believe American people elected someone of the caliber of Reagan."
years old, just
many college
studem were prc~cm unlike '1l the · An unidentified male in the MUB Games Room: "I think.I want to
go live in Canada."
Carter gathering.
Pat Sullivan a freshman living in Alexander: "I'm scared-of Reagan,
"I'm not. at all suprised with the
I don't like him at all."
outcome," said a 19 year old
An unidentified male in Hetzel: "It was a joke."
political science major from
Nick Gegas, owner of the Franklin Ballroom: "It's a question of
Boston College.
America
gammg back its prestige."
An 18 year old Brandeis biology
Petula Gegas: ••Good. We need a change."
major hopes for a better economic
T. Smith, working in the Sub Stop: "I felt so little about the election
jpolicy and a stronger military with
that I've been a Duane Glasscock supporter."
Reagan as ·President.
At midnight the President-elect · Frances Booba, a junior living in Hitchcock: "What a bummer. I'm
gonna go home and cry."
appeared with his wife on tlevison
Gregory Hood, a junior living in Kappa Sigma fraternity: .. I'm
to make his acceptance speech.
disappointed but not surprised."
The lights in the room dimmed,
Jim Glick, a junior living on Main Street: ••11 was incredible with the
and the mass of people struggl~d to
speed and totality Reagan won. He just squashed (Carter)."
see. American flags waved, and
Donna Mallon, a junior living on Young Drive: .. What can you say
the cheering became rythmic
about something like that? It's a real bummer."
clapping and chanting.
Christine Scott, a junior living on Main Street: .. I'm glad to see the
"Reagan. Reagan. Reagan,"
change but I'm not necessarily glad to see Reagan in office."
they shouted.
-Arne Hyman

campus re~idellts polled

Rudman defeats Durkin
.By Todd Balf
possible for senator elect Rudman.
But the slow trickle of votes
Only once during the long wait
.. 1 will resign early to give which poured in from the smaller
for elc;ction returns at incumbent
Warren additional seniority in towns and counties throughout
J~hn Durkin's hea.d quarters did a
order to better represent the people New Hampshire slowly eroded the
wave of fresh optimism pass
of New Hampshire," he said.
lead held by Durkin.
through the crowd.
Durkin was visibly shaken by
The realization of defeat struck
The feeling passed quickly.
the numerous ovations he received · the Durkin supporters around
At about 2:00 a.m. a radio
during the speech. In particular midnight when all three networks .
broadcast announced that NBC
Durkin almost broke down when a projected Rudman victorious with
had projected Durkin victorious in
loud .. we love you John" was yelled 50 percent of the vote in.
.,
from the audience.
the New Hampshire senatorial
Early on in the evening Durkin
Supporters' early hopes at requested Acting Attorney
race, an apparent reversal of an
Durk.in headquarters were boosted General Gregg Smith to impound
earlier prediction by the station . .
The news spread quickly among with encouraging results from
all the ballots for a recount.
the temporarily rejuvenated. Nashua, Portsmouth, Manchester,
Smith refused to do this at 9:00
DU-IfKIN-;-page 20
supporters of Durkin until further and Salem.
investigation showed that NBC
was mistaken.
Warren Rudman, not Durkin
was the projected winner. Ten
minutes later John Durkin entered
the function room at The Chateau
in Manchester.
This high point was one of -the
few at Durkin headquarters all
evening. The Durkin loyalist~
received negative news all night.
first with Carter's concessior
speech and later with the soberini
· results from the senate races acros!
the nation.
After the defeat the lame duel
senator summed up the voten
mandate across the country.
.. There is something crashint
around the country side, it har
appeared· we · have -a-been wipeC'
out. We have lost effective contro
of the senate and it appears nov
. that we have lost actual control o,
the senate," Durkin said before 5(
supporters at The Chauteau.
He then thanked his campaig1 ,
workers for working hard des pit .'.
·•au the anguish of tonight."
Among his democrati,
colleagues who lost last night ar ·
Birch Baye from Indiana, Fran)
Church from Idaho, Georg•
McGovern from South Dakota .
and Warren Magnuson fron
Washington.
.
The pre-concession speecl
delivered finally by Durkin left th,
entire Durkin family in tears alonr
with many campaign workers anc
supporters.
Durkin said he accepted th<
Former Senator Jl•hn Duri..ili .'.t:!i~,·J,·'\ ~a~fr·.,: .t•
mandate of the people. and that he
is willing to resign early in fa vor of
on. ( Cl·uq~c Ncwtu11 phot o)
giving as much seniorit y as
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wi:nD·ers,. circle. agfl~ri
Campaign headquarters at the Sherator Wayfarer in
Bedford was filled with campaign staff, press and Gallen
supporters who wanted to share the winner's circle.
Minutes before 11:00 p.m. Govenor Gallen gave his
victory speech .
.. More than anything else I want to thank the voters
who sifted what was right and what was wrong ... to give
me such a margin of victory," said Gallen. "Government
can work in partnership with the people ... for a more
effective and more efficient government. I think I chose
the right path in placing trust in the people of New
Hampshire."
Gallen moved through the throngs of people gathered
in his honor shaking hands with everyone.
Margaret Lafleur a 1980 graduate of UNH was
enthusiastic about Gallen's victory.

By Evelyn Y. LaBree
Meldrim Thomson Jr. and William Loeb, editor of
The Manchester ·union Leader once again lost to Gov.
Hugh J. Gallen.
.. Loeb and Loeb's paper beat out a steady beat for
Thomson 365 days a year and I think this is as much a
defeat for Loeb as for Mel," said Peter Goeltz campaign
manager for Gallen.
Govenor Gallen trailed Thomson by abou.t 30 votes in
Manchester as opposed to 4000 two years ago. The
Govenor's campaign staff felt this was a big victory "right
in Loeb's backyard," said Mike Power press secretary for
the re-election.
Manchester and Hillsboro were the main targets for
campaigning Goletz said. Thomson had a lot of support
in these two heavily_ populated areas.

An employee at the· New Hampshire Youth
Development Center in Manchester, LaFleur predicts
changes in the future.
·
"I forsee greater uses of community services," said
LaFleur . . . A definite trend towards deinstitutionalization. The numbers of (delenquent youths)
at the institution will be cut in half."
James Boyd channel 5 newsman and resident of
Massachusetts thought Loeb's influence was as strong as
Thomson's.
"I'm surprised at the strength of Thomson in
Manchester," Boyd continued saying he was sure it was
"due in large part to the Union Leader." Boyd voiced
surprise that the "people of New Hampshire can't see
through this newspaper ... it's so opinionated."

flflHT TAKf/1-

.Durham voter turnout Boston TV sets political image
is way up this year
----

-

-

-

By Jeffrey Tyler
election the number of absentee
Durham residents usually show ballots received was 336 and the
in large numbers at the polls, and number was 335 in 1972.
Tuesday's election was no
Ecdahl attributed the number of
exception.
absentee ballots to the fact that
Of the 4,474 people registered to many Durham residents have sons
vote in Durham, 3,325 (74 percent) and daughters in college and in the
went to Oyster River High to cast service.
their ballots. According to Anne
As of the September primary
Valenza, supervisor of the elections 1,898 Durham .residents
Durham checklist, less than 15 were registered Republicans, 1,476
percent of those voters were UNH were registered Democrats, and
students.
692 were undeclared.
Linda Ecdahl, Durham town
Even though there are more
clerk feels that the voting registered Republicans in
percentage was probably higher Durham, of the 14 races between
than the offical number because Republicans and Democrats on
the checklist has not been updated the Durham ballot. only five
since 1973.
Republicans out-polled DemoIn the 1976 election 85 percent of crats.
registered voters actually voted
Th_ese figures indicate that
and in 1972, 73 percent voted.
Durham residents look at
In Dover between 60 and 65 individual candidates and do not
percent of those registered to vote vote only for a particular party.
did so.
In the gubernatorial race
Durham rec~ived 347 absentee · Durham voters overwhelmingly
ballots this election. In the 1976 VOT FRS . ! :.:..:,· 20

By Joel Brown _
"lt'slike Star Wars," said Martha Qr~dley of Boston's ,WCVB
channel 5. "They see all the special
effects and they want more."
Bradley was one of four Boston
television correspondents
interviewed at various Manchester
on
Campai
. · gn. headquarters
.
election mght, concerning_ _the
effect __ of Boston television
advertis1!1g and coverage on New
H~.mpshire voters.
.
They se~ . ~oston . TV, wi!h
Bos.ton poht1c1ans hke Kevm
Whi!:· and the~ wa~t tha~. up
here, Bradley said w~1le waitmg:
for Senator ~ohn Dur~m to appear
and make his concession speech.
"P_er~aps Boston ,TV helps
sophisticate the voters. '
Earlier, WN AC chann~l 7's
Brad Holbrook, at Gallen
headquarters, said, "I don't know
whether Durkin or Rudman spent
more money, but Durkin's spots
were terrible."
••Rudman looked like the more
presentable candidate," said TV 4 's
Don Rea, also at Gallen
headquarters.

All the correspondents
state." .
.
. interviewed agreed that television
Durkm said h~ _wo~ld leave the
was a much more important factor
~uestion_ ?f tele~lSlo_n s ~[feet up to
in the senatorial race than m the
the poht1cal sc~entlsts.
gubernatorial contest betwe_en
Channel 5's Jim Boyd at Gallen
Hugh Gallen and Meldnm
nead9~arters saw the eff~ct ~f
Thomson.
t~l~v~s.ion not on a candidates
"Whenever there's a challenger
v~s!b!l!tY, but !)n the type of
.
•
•
bent,
vts1b1hty he· receives.
running
agamst
an mcum
their biggest problem is visiblity /'
"On television your message
said Rea. "Gallen reaches his
goes across unchallenged; there's
audience every day."
"Gallen used the Boston media nothing to water down the basis Qf
very effectively two years ago to your campaign. You're in control,"
establish his name and his . Boyd said.
But it was the visibly pregnant
candidacy; now the situation's
reversed," Rea said. "But Bradley who had the most telling
Thomson has no problem with comment on New Hampshire
name recognition in this state," he voters and television.
added with a thin smile.
••1•m not sure that the voter here
Gallen himself scoffed at any
is especially affected, with us, but
effect television might have had on
they are impressed," she said.
the race for the corner office in
"They saw me on the live remote
Concord.
at 6 (p.m.) and they were all set to
"I've. proved myself - I have a
get themselves on the remote at 8:20
record to run on," Gallen said
(p.m.). They were riveted to the-TV
immediately after his victory sets, and then thmgs were changing
. speech Tuesday night. ..I don't
so fast I told the station not to air
think his (Thomson's) advertising the story," she said and grinned.
had any effect on the voters of the "They were very disappointed."

Trout says, "Soviets are skeptical of Reagan"
By Chris Wuensch
"It's a wait and see issue," said
UN H Political Science Associate
Professor Tom Trout.

Trout was talking about
President-elect Ronald" Reagan
and his views on the Soviet Union.
The question of nuclear war is
on the minds of many students
because · of Reagan's election.
Reagan obtained a war monger
image durinJ? his early compaign

by making statements like ,
"Detante with the Soviet Union is
a one way street," and "We should
scrap SALT because it's a bad
treaty," Trout said~
Trout said,"the Russians are in
favor of SALT (strategic arms
limitation treaty) because it's to
their advantage. If SALT goes well
so will other things."
Reagan's remarks about'
..scrapping" SALT ahve already

created a sore spot with the soviets.
"They are very skeptical of Reagan
and the people he surround himself
with,., said Trout.

foreign exploitation acussations.
Allen has resurfaced on Reagan's
staf since the ·election.

••Naturally they (the Soviets)
don't want to deal with antiSoviets," Trout said .
Before the election the Soviets
sent a letter saying they preferred
Carter to Reagan, but a letter of
principal foreign policy adviser, is congratulations was sent to
Richard Allen, who resigned from Reagan following the election.
his post just prior to the election
Reagan toned down his
because of controversey over

Most of Reagan's advisors are
hard liners. Defense · adviser,
William Vanlee, is strongly
oppose~ to SALT. Another

comments ' as the campaign drew
to an end. "He's becomming more
cautious in his comments and
actions," Trout said.
"They read the same things we
do. They're aware of the new
conservativeness in congress,"
Trout said.
For now we can only speculate
on the candidate Ronald Reagan.
..It's too early for us to tell what
will develop in relation to the
Soviet Union," Trout said.
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By Linda Svinky

hours each year.
Louis Klotz and Charles
Goodspeed. both associa'te
professors of civil _engine~ing are
workirik on a computer model that
well determine the river's greatest
potential output, and consider the
envirionmental, recreational and
industrial influences on the river's

Two UNH civil engineering
professors are involved in a hydro.electric energy system which will
provide enough electricity to run
5,600 homes in Salmon Falls
River~ N.H.
The system would provide
approximately 56 million kilowatt

flow.
The project, which is funded by
a $150,000 grant from the United
States Department of Energy, is
due to begin within a few months
and could take as much as six years
to complete.
"The objective is to within all
these other constraints generate

Keep Your SUMMER Tan All WINTER Long!
'I With This NEW Portable
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cet ·Your Tan At Home . . . Office. Dorm
The NEW Portable Tanning Booth
Perfect for the busy budget
minded person and family who
want a healthy looking tan quickly
and the year ·round. You can
start tanning before summer or
going on your vacation so you
can enjoy the sun without getting
burned. You can maintain your
tan for as long as you want.
CONVENIENT "SUN ROOM"
tanning booth lets you tan in
privacy and in the convenience of
your home or wherever and
whenever you want.

SAFER THAN THE SUN!

3' x3 '
6' high

COMPLETE KIT, Easily
Assembled

in 20 minutes. No special tools.
Everythin~ included. • Four 36" x
72" Mirronzed wall panels •
Westinghouse Tanning Lamps •
Precision Exposure Timer• F.D.A.
approved eve goggles• Assembly
and Operating instructions.

When used as instructed because
of design and built in precision
exposure timer. Operates on
regular house current.
PORTABLE and takes little space.
Folds together and easily stored
when not in use.

the maximum amount of energy,"
·
Klotz said.
The eight owners of the dams
along SalmQn Falls have started
designs for rehabilitation.
The owners include the Milton
Leather Board, Spaulding Fiber,
General Electric of Somersworth,
Great Falls·Pond Lily of Rochester
Baxter Woolen of North
Rochester, the cities of
Somersworth and Rollingsford
and the Public Service Co. of New
·
Hampshire.
The . system will inclu,de
r,e<;onsiru~~ic;m , op l,p-1.2 dams
. c\,long the nver w.Jiic.h ,run~ be1w~en
. ~aine and New Hanmshir_e. The
dams' owners will pay' for' the
repairs.
"It has been estimated it will cost
about $24 million total," Klotz
said . .

>

·

PROFESSIONAL RESULTS

as in tanning salons or with
commerical booths costing
thousands of dollars.

AMAZING LOW SPECIAL
PRICE

.. We 're doing a generic model,
something that will be applicable ·
to other small basins in New
Hampshire and New England,"
Klotz said. He added that they are .
applying the model to the Salmon
Falls river to test it out and develop
it.
.
According to Klotz, wind has
been considered as an energy
source for the University_camous,
but variable wind speeds and
interference with · stereo and
television reception make it
impractical. ·
A'n· average of 12 miles' p'er hour
· would have to be sustained to
generate a worthwhile amount of
electricity.
.. AlJ the kill~ in the dorm are
1rnin2 to scream like mad because
it11 foul up the T.V. reception,"
Klotz said.
3:30 Thursday

Complete "SUN ROOM" Kit is Reg
$289.95 SPECIALLY priced now at
only $249.95 plus $3.50 handling
and shipping. In Wis. add 4% tax.

EASY TO ORDER

Visa or Mastercharge call TOLL
FREE number give operator
information. Send check or
money order to address below.
Allow 3 to 6 weeks for U. P. S.
delivery.

800-327-9009 Ext. 744

SUnTan ~
Enterprises

SAFE Meets F.D.A. Requirements

Dealer/Distributor inauiries invited

4548 N. 127 St.
Butler. WI 53007
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"Do-it-yourself"

Copya one-hour cassette
inless than 2 minutes.

Make a Copy of your Favorite

~~!!~cas~?a~ ,?"
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Copying Service! Guaranteed perfect monaural
cop ies, every time.

What can you copy?
The potential uses for cassette copies are endless. Here are just a few of the
most common applications: lectures, seminars, language labs, meetings,
college classes, sermons, sales messages, weddings, interviews, talking
letters, family events, relaxations, exercises, word-processing data, and
computer programs.
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This coupon is redeemable for one (l) cassette copy of your original cassette for only 99C.
Any additional copies of your original cassette are at the prices below. Simply bring your
original cassette and this coupon with you. The copy cassette and the copying service are
included in one price.

Your Original
Cassette Length

Regular Price
Per Copy
$2 19

High-Speed
Copying Time
l minute

60 minute
90 m i nute
120 m inute

$2: a9
$3. 79
$4.79

2 minutes
3 minutes
4 mi n ute s
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Traini~ in Academic SHills Center

COME TO THE
Available Exclusively at:

CASsemcOPYJNG CENTERS

Training in Academic Skills Center

Reta il er Redempti o n Proced ure : Wh en cashing this coupon,
please circl e th e copy cassette size and initia l it at the time of
p urc hase. Th e n anyti me a fter the date of thi s pro motion, se nd
us y ou r co upons for red empti o n. W e will re pla ce eac h cou pon
w ith a fresh casse tte and i nv o ice yo u at se ve nty cents ($.70)
each regard less of cassette si ze . Send to : 140 1-B West Rrv e r
Road North , Mpls ., MN 55411
Th is Coupon Exp ires 11 / 15/80
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Lonely or depressed?
Questions about drugs or birth control7

Town and CampuS, Inc.
56-64 Main Street
868 9661
•

·

•
Form 1380

and learn to improve your study habits
F·or MORE INFORMATION, contact
D .D h
TAsK
an1 u y at . . . .
Stoke Hall 35-C
I
862~3598
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continued from· page 4 _
heart attack from the·excitement?"
So the evening progressed,
interrupted occasionally by
intrusions of the media. The group
broke into snickers as Carbonari,
addressed a television camera,
saying .. we've received great
support among those people who
are tntined to think ...
Later Carbonari explained his
statement ...There are two ways in
which we make decisions," he said, ·
"intuitively and rationally. That's
why Reagan is going to win;
because .voters are taking an
emotional, rather than rational
approach to the election."
He said Anderson has taken a
cognitive approach to campaign- ·
ing, while Carter and Reagan have
resorted to emotions and scare
tactics. He cited Carter's position
that ..a vote for Anderson is a vote
for Reagan" as an attempt to carry
the election by fear.
Anderson's politics, Carbonari
said, "eschews telling voters what .
they want to hear, and tells people
what they need to know."
'"We must make the electorate as
a whole realize that there are no
gains without pains. We should be
willing to share in the costs for the
gains," he said.
Carbonari explained that gains,
such as clean air and adequate
energy are absorbed by everyone,
while costs are easily assignable . .
..Those persons hurt by a solution
scream louder than those who will
be benefitted," he said.
Carbonari spent most of the
evening on the phone, talking with

other state and regional campaign
necessarily good. 0
directors.
The students laughed. It wasn't
.. We got 14 percent in
Massachusetts. How are we doing · over for them. When one person
asked "was it worth it?" they
nationally?"
he called from
responded with a resounding
another room. The volunteers sent
in a delegate to tell him "five ''yes."
Volunteers soon began to filter
percent."
out of the office. One woman took
As state after state fell to
her space heater with her.
Reagan, and Anderson failed to
Near midnight, only a small
gain any electoral votes, Carbonari
emerged from his office to address group of adults remained sipping
from plastic cups of Jack Daniels.
a solemn group of high school
The television murmered in the
volunteers ..
corner, forgotten.
..1 hope the cause that we
"I don't understand it," Conlon
worked for will remain in your ·
said. "It should have been the
hearts and you will continue to
~ijsiest campaign in th~ world to
work for it in the future," he said.
run. Anderson did all our work for
"In the end either good or evil will
us-we didn't '• have to convince
prevail. Ton1ght it - was not
necessarily evil... but it was not anyone he is a good ·person."

COMMUTE■
You're invited to a
TOWN ASSOCIATION MEETING
November 13, 1980 - 7:00 p.m.
NEWMARKET TOWN HALL

,.

Exchange Ideas - meet people
Refreshments Served
Questions: 862-1494
Sponsored By Commuter
Council ·of Student Senate

CHEMISTRY DEPARTMENTAL SEMINAR:- Asymmetric
.•Catalytic. Hydrogenation. Dr: Horst Pracejus, Rostock, East
Germany. Jddles Auditorium L-2, Parson hall, 12-1 p.m.
MEN'S HOCKEY: vs. UToronto, Snively Arena, 7 p.m. Season
tickets or, if available, $3 general admission and $4 reserve seats.
BATTLE OF THE BANDS: New Hampshire Battle of the Bands
featuring eight New Hampshire bands vying for prizes worth over
$4,750. Sponsored by WUNH/ MUSO. Pub, Memorial Union, 6
p.m. Admission $2.
SATURDAY, November 8
MEN'S FOOTBALL: vs. Lafayette, Cowell Stadium, I p.m.
Season tickets or $3.50 general admission and $5.50 reserve seats.
OKTOBERFEST: German meal, music, dancing, and
entertainment. Sponsored by the Exchange Club of Dover. Granite
State Room, Memorial Union, 4-midnight. Admission $3.50.
Tickets: Memorial Union ticket Office.
DISCOVER INDIA: Features Indian food, films, music, and
artifacts. Sponsored by International Students Office. Main
Lounge, Babcock, 6-9 p.m. Admission $2. tickets: In advance, Jose,
862-3030.
MEN'S HOCKEY: vs. UToronto, Snively Arena, 7 p.m. Season ,
tickets or, if available, $3 general admission and $4 reserved seats.
, SUNDAY, November 9
NORTHEAST RADIO FIDDLE CONTEST: Open to all styles of
fiddling. Sponsored by WUNH. Sunday, November 9, Stratford
Room, Memorial Union, noon-4 p.m. Pre-registration: Mail card
to WUNH, Memorial Union, Durham, NH 03824. May register
day of event at 11 a.m.
FACULTY RECITAL: Audrey Adams Havsky, alto: Christopher
Kies, piano. Johnson· Theater, Paul Creative Arts Center, 8 p.m.
MUB PUB: Rick Bean with oldies. 8 p.m. 50c cover charge.
MONDAY, November 10
CIVIL ENGINEERING GRADUATE SEMINAR: Modeling of
the Durham Water Treatment Plant. Richard Gottlieb, Civil
Engineering. Room 230, Kingsbury Hall, 12-1 p.m.
ACUPUNCTURE TOUCH WORKSHOP: Sponsored by
TOSNOM. Grnfton Room, Memorial Union, 7:30-9:30 p.m.
THE NEW OLD CINEMA: "Olympia, Part~-" Room I 10,
Murkland, 8 p.m.
TUESDAY, November 11
VETERANS' HOLIDAY. No classes; University offices closed.
WOMEN'S SWIMMING: vs. UVermont. Swasey Pool, Field
House, 4 p.m.
WEDNESDAY, November 12
WEDNESDAY-AT-NQON SERIES: Improving Conditions for
Women at UNH. Catherine O'Brien, Women's Commission.
Durham Room, Memorial Union, 12-1 p.m.
EARTH SCIENCES COLLOQUIUM: Tidal Dynamics of the
New England Continental Shelf. Wendell Brown, Earth Sciences.
Room 119, James Hall, 4-5 p.m .
. FRENCH DEPARTMENT LECTURE/ FILM SERIES: Jean
Luc· Godard's "Le Mepris" (Contempt). French with English subtitles. Introductory lecture by a faculty member, will include
background information about the film and its director. Room 110,
Murkland Hall, 7 p.m. Admission $1 or series ticket.

The New Hampshire (USPS 379-280) is.published and distributed semi- w~ekly throughout the academic year. Our offices are located in.Room 151 ·
of the Memorial Ur:iion Buildin&, UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824. Business
Office hours: Monday and Friday 10 AM-2PM, Tuesday and Thursday 122 PM, Wednesday J 1-2 PM. Academic year subscription: S13.00, Third •
class- postage paid at Durham; NH 03824. Advertisers should check their
ads the first day. The New Hampshire will In no case be responsible for
typographical or other errors. ~ut will reprint that part of an advertisement
in · which . a typographical errot ~ppears, if notified immediately.
POSTMASTER: send address ~hanges to The New Hompshir,, 151 MUB,
UNH, Durham. NHi 03824. M;OOO copies per issue printed at Courier
Publishing Co:, Rochester N.H. • , · --··- __ _ _
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STORE LOCATION

Mill Rd. Shoping Center, Durham , N.H.
··Hot Dots·· will be given through December 15. 1980 and completed cards will be redeemed throu gh December 31 .
1980. Not good in con1unctIon with any other coupon Cards may not be combined . Offer good only in New Hampshire
c 1980 Burger King Corporation . All rights reserved . Printed in U.S A

Wear A Helmet When You Ride
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or batch. Wednesday and Friday, November ii and 14,
Stoke Cluster, 8-10 a.m.
MAN AND THE COMPUTER II: The Role of
Computers in the Expansion of Thought. Professor
1
Daniel Denne~t, Tufts University. Wed nesday,
November 12-, Elliott Alumni Center, 8 p.m.
MONTHLY USERS MEETING: For all users and
interested people. Computer Services staff will be on
hand to answer questions. Thursday-, November 13,
Forum room, Dimond Library, 3-5 p.m.
MIC FILES: Macro Interpreted Commands provides
for storing monitor and user mode commands in a disk
file. Describes typical uses of MIC, construction of MIC
command files, and some advanced MIC facilities. Prerequisite: knowledge of DECIO timesharing and a text
editor (SOS or TECO). Thursday, November 13, Stoke
Cluster, 2:30-4:30 p.m.
COUNSELING CENTER WORKSHOPS
STRESS MANAGEMENT GROUP: Focus will be on
techniques of meditation and relaxation. Four week
series. Monday, November 10, Counseling and Testing
Center, Schofield House, 4-6 p.m.
MEDIATION: With Tom Dubois. Counseling and
.
Testing Center, Schofield House, 7 p.m.
GENERAL
_
.
MEMORIAL UNION, VETERANS' DAY: Tuesday,
November 11: Building hours-7:30 a.m.-midnight; Cat's
Closet--oMn-11 p.nt; Games · Area-1:30-10:30 p.m.;
Information <Senter--7:30 a.m.- midnight.

ACADEMIC
HORSEMANSHIP PREREGISTRATION: Animal
Science 402. All students must register on this date-.
, Permission is required. Friday, November 7, Light Horse
Classroom (adjacent to stables), 8 a.m. Questions, calf
Mrs. Briggs 862-1171.
DEUTSCHE KAFFEESTUNDE: Schoon lange kein
Deutsch me~r gesprochen? Dann schauen Sie doch
einfach ma! bei der Deutschen Kaffeestunde vorbei! Wir
sind alle sehr nett und wurden uns bestimmt uber lhren
Besuch freuen. Wednesday, November 12, Room 10,
Murkland, 4 p.m.
CAREER
_
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT
!WORKSHOP: Determining Your Marketable Skills.
Monday, November 10, Grafton Room, Memorial
Union, 2:10-4 p.m.
CAREER INFORMATION SESSIONS: Staff
counselors provide information on Career Planning and
Placement for students. Sponsored by Career Planning
and Placement. Thursday, November 13, Balcony,
memorial Union, 1-4 p.m.
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT
WORKSHOP: Interviewing Techniques. Videotape,
lecture, and discussion session to help students prepare
for employment interviewing. Monday, November 10,
Forum Room, Dimond Library, 6:30 p.m.
CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS
·1vcF INTERNATIONAL STUDENT DINNER:
R.epl.-cing regul:.r Frid:>y mPPting

for intprn:>tiona 1

FOOSRAl I TOlJRNAMJ:NT· nouhlei: .-nd mi.,,Pd

students; IVCF members encouraged to join in outreach.
doubles competition. Winers will go to ACU-1 Regional
competition. Monday, November 17, Carroll Room,
Contact a leader if you plan to attend. Friday, November
Memorial Union, 6:30 p.m. Registration $1.
7, International House, 5:30 p.m.
SIMULATION GAMES CLUB: Friday, November 7:
BACKGAMMON TOURNAMENT: Winners will
Dungeons & Dragons; Saturday, November 8: Open
represent UNH in regional championship. Wednesday,
Gaming. Both will be held in the Carroll-Belknap Room,
November 19, Hillsboro Room, Memorial Union, 6:30
p.m. Registration $1. Call Stan Copeland, 862-1910, or,
Memorial Union, 6 p.m.-closing.
sign up at Games Area, Memorial Union, before
· RECYCLING MEETING: Sponsored by Students for
November 18.
Recycling. We_dnesday, november 12, Room 125,
CHESS TOURNAMENT: Five-round Swiss
Hamilton-Smith, 7:30 p.m.
competition tour. Wednesday, November 19, Sullivan
COMPUTER SERVICES
For registration or information on any of the courses
Room, Memorial Union, 6:30 p.m. Registration$!: Stan
Copeland, -Games Area, Memorial Union, or call 862listed below, please call 862-3527.
1910, before November 18.
INTRODUCTION TO BMDP: Course describes the
RAPE ASSISTANCE AND INFORMATION
use of batch-oriented statistical package. Emphasis:
characteristics of the package and use of several common · PROGRAM: Free counseling, medical and legal
or popular analyses. Experience with some other
assistance is available 24 hours a day during the academic
year. Educational programs are also provided for
statistical package helpful. Monday, November 10,
interested campus and community groups. Telephone
Stoke Cluster, 9-l l a.m.
DEC-10 SEMINAR: Subject will be LOGIN Classes.
862-1530 or 862-1212 for immediate services. Hood
House.
Monday, November 10, Stoke cluster, 2-4 p.m.
STVN PROGRAM: Tuesday, November 11, "Child
BEGINNING SPSS: Two-session course assumes no
Abuse/Society's Child," (60 min.); Wednesday,
previous experience with Statistical package for the
November 12, "The Graduate," ( 120 min.). Seacoast
Social Sciences; presents some of the simpler set-ups for
Lounge, Memorial Union, 9 p.m.
running SPSS. Pre-requisite: knowledge of timesharing

Few student functions
_.held..at .,N .E. Center
.J

By Joel Brown
The New England Center is
taking "preventive maintenance"
to avoid problems with underage
students drinking alcohol,
according to Leonard Rochette,
manager of operations at the
campus facility.
"It's not that we don't serve
students, of course," Rochette
said. But the New England Center
management is not scheduling
some programs where students
and liquor would merge. "We're
looking at them on a one to one
, . ·basis," he said.
"We have to be concerned about
, our liquor license~- because our
exposure is much greater,"
Rochette said. ..The pubs
Jownlown 0 cncca.lly only ha.vc one

entrance, and they check I.D.s at
the door. Our space here is pretty
open, and they can wander in from
anywhere, and that can create a
problem."

Rochette poinied out that this
affects scheduled events only, not
the center's bar and dining room.
Underage drinking has been an
· issue in Durham this semester,
after several students were arrested
for using false identification at
fraternity keg parties in
September. This year the MUB
Pub and other facilities have also
been following the regulation
about confiscating suspected false
l.D.s.
According to Rochette these
were not large factors in the New
England Center's decision.
"We made a conscious decision
-1:_t.st $pri:ng about this," Rochette
said.
Unlike other Durham bars,
Rochette :,aid, the New England

Center has had no damage from
disruptive students, adding · that
students have been well-behaved at
the New England Center
functions.

For the toughest )ob you'll ever .
love, call the Peace Corps.
800-424-8580.

Levi's®
Sherpa
Jacket

The best contact
of your life.
Foran
uniorgetable fall.
1

·warm and
Wonderful!
The perfect jacket
for all your outdoor
activities ...
going to and from
classes, athletic events,
or just plain keeping warm.
In Navy, Tan, or Brown
. Corduroy with Sherpa Lining
Sizes 34 to 46

''Feel Safe'' 90 day 100% returnable fee.
Highest qualizy lenses, FDA approved.
Fitting instruction, lenscare kit.
One year office visits.
No obligation in-office trial.
Complete eyeglass and
eye examination services.
Fitting by I;)r. Lewis E. Palosky,
Optometrist .
In-office service plan available

$38.50

123 Market Street. in the Historic District
Portsmouth, NH 03801 (6031436-1200
Open Monday thru Saturday 10 AM.

MAIN STREET - DOWNTOWN DURHAM

Next to Young's Restaura_nt ·
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Massage
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Monday, November 17, 1980
Granite State Room
8:00 .
Tickets on sale
at MUB Ticket Of/ice
Appearing Tuesday, November 18, 1980
-Live Oak
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workshop -

forever.
T 09_~9n it was 8 o'clock, time
to go back to The New-Hampshire.
I sighed, and pulled myself
-continued from page 3
reluctantly up off the sleeping bag.
· you're half asleep. My partner let. My neck had been untied, my
the fingers do the walking in the shoulders turned out of their stone
hollows in the back of my neck, typewriter hunch. I turned my
knuckled down my spine, fanned partner over to Glenda. I came
oµt acu>ss my ~p()ulder blades. _ very close to blowing off the story
Anothtr 25 minutes and my and staying.
right arm was being kneaded like a
Glenda was kneeling down
french loaf dough. I was almost beside my partner when I left, with
able to forget the face of the . a small bottle of oil in her hand,
Olymia manual kegboard that asking "Do you want to smell like
_awaited my rernrn, and everything almonds?"
else that had happened that had
••1 wouldn't mind," Bob said
made the day seem to go on thoughtfully, stoking his beard.

l&.

BATTLE
OF THE

BANDS
Featuri~:

Mill L'ity Brats
Ambush

Runner
Legacy

The Daughters

Abess

Toute Suite

The l.Q.'s

Friday and Saturday, November 7 and 8
6:00

MUB PUB
$2
*The MUB PUB Grill will be serving food during

M.U.S.0.
Memorial Union Student Organization
862-1485

the show
MUSO
Memorial Union St.u dent Organizatin
862-1485

Come share a cup of coffee with UNH faculty in the Commuter lounge.
The Commuter/Transfer Center presents

Thi FACULtV-111-~ESIDEIICE Proaram.
William Forbes, AMLL
•
Hans Heilbronner, History

Mon. & Wed.
Thursdays

Mike Maxey, Liberal Arts Advising
Yutaka Yamamoto, Philosophy

1-2
Tues. Nov. 25
(See Commuter/TransferCenter for time.)
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11-12
11-12
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-See Ned -Fi11kel
or Barbie Walsh
Rm. 151 M
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Anderson
continued from page 4
him start again, right away, as an
independent. That way the party
will be established, and campaign
workers won't have to worry about
getting him on the ballot. That
took a lot of energy, and burned
out a lot of volunteers."
Anderson workers were
required to petition voters to get
the candidate's name on the ballot
for each state.
Joseph Carbonari, executive
director of the A~derson campaign
in New Hampshire, said he hoped
Anderson made an impact on
politicians in the state and nation.
"There's too much emphasis put
on advancing the self interest of the
· politician," he said. "There's an
unwillingness to accept that a
multiplicity of opinions arid input
is more beneficial to the people.
They see two parties, and that's it."
Many supporters of Anderson
were suprised at the extreme

..

percent of the vote."
Carbonari said there is a
As for Anderson's immediate
All the New England states .network of people who have
future, the ex-candidate has no(
turned out at least ten percent of • workea · on the Anderson · released any official plans.
the vote for Anderson, accordinJ. _
cam pa~~ (or tJ)eJast year. "I qope .. - ··· .. E~ison _said she wo.uld not be
'"'#
w-t>_lJ;la1rdam contact, <1Ad continue';.,'.· supnsed if he were Qff~red a
to the Boston Globe.
James Grant, field director fol'; l :t ~;SUjfort 1Ji& kin ? of ~~~ p_o sition within the Reagain
the . Massachusettes. campaign· ·. nqtqb_n hag star~~Q;. q; s~'i~r ,~ . "!~ministration. .
.
,
credited that states' high tum-out ·
He 'said "the And rson Cctuse,"
M. Arnold Wight, a full-time
(15 percent) to "a good deal of is one in which politicians address
state legislator and regional
right-thinking people who were the issues, and tell the voters what
coordinator for Anderson in the
not satisfied with Carter, and saw they need to know, rather than
Amherst area said he hoped the
Reagan as totally unacceptable."
what they want to hear.
candidate has awakened the

and the third time is pure guessing,
Baisley explained.
Even· client receives a folder
which ·is confidential. "Only the
student. the tutor. and the
coordinator is allowed to see it,''
Baisley said .
There has been an increase in
grades since the training has
started in Baisley·s clients.
According to statistic~ . the
average student receiving TASK
aid has had an increase in their
grade point average.
In January 1980. the "betore"
students· :l\~rage was 1.92. The
average increased 2.17 at the end of
the semester.
"This figure is practically even
with the avt!rage of the University
of 2.29:· Duby explained.
"I can now study from my class
notes for the first time in eight
years.·· was a remark posted on teh
wall which was taken from an
evaluation given at the end ot the
semester.
"The students usually stay about
a semester." Baisley said. "This is
how long it takes the average
student to master the training
skills.··
TASK started in fall of 1979 as
the freshmen learning center in
Robinson House. It was based on
the Special Services which only
help disadvantaged students .
.. The freshman learning center
v.as to help those students who did
not 4ualit'y for special services:·
Dubv said.
l n·the spring semester the center
was opened to all students and
moved to Stoke.
The center has jumped from
four instructors and 20 students to
11 instructors and about 77
students.

mE

Medical.
S~booJ

Four-year fully recognized and
established Mexican Medical School.
with several hundred American
students enrolled. Use English
textbooks, with First Semester exams
in English. School combines 9uality
education, small classes. expenenced
teachers, modern facilities.

Universidad Del Noreste
120 East 41 St.. NY. NY 10017
(212) 594-6589
or 232-3784

thinking of voters to the power
they hold.
"If _people want to be in control
of iheir lives, they have to
participate ..a~d not sit on their
1'~~·,('. he ~io:· . .
. .J\.n~er~n· · wi~~ co~tinue in . a
PQSJtiol).' , ": 6f ~ffect1ve~ss 1D
American politics, accor8lng to
Edison. "I really believe he will be
more than a footnote in history,"
she said.

.
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Department of the Arts

ill [filTJ~ lfil 00 ~ lfil lfilW

ANNOUNCES
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·~:~ ·· Master of Mime
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"BRILLIANT!"
ART MAJORS 8:30 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
Room A 201 PCAC (Art Dept. Office)
You must bring your signed
pre-registration form.
NON-ART MAJORS: 7:00-9:00 p.m.
Room A218/219, PCAC

TASk
continued (mm page 4
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MUSO PROUDLY PRESENTS

dPgrep of R e::1g::1n'1; virtory They

also expected Anderson to get
much more than seven percent of
the national vote.
"I kept praying I would hear the
director yell 'cut!" said Maureen
Edison, regional coordinator for
the New Hampshire seacoast area.
"We should all be very proud ·
that New Hampshire was fourth in
the United States in supporting
Mr. Anderson," Edison said. "It
was the only conservative state in
the nation to get more than ten
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Students can only register for one person
NOTE: You do not have to pre-register with
·the Art Department for courses listed
under art history in the catalog

PLEASE DIRECT ANFQUESTION TO
THE ART DEPARTMENT A201, PCAC
"
:· Te{ 862-2190

NBC-TV

"ELECTRIFYING!"
The Boston Globe

Monday, November ·I7, 1980
Granite State Room
8:00 pm.
Students $1.75 Non-Students
Students $1.75 Non-Students $3.75

HE'LL LEAVE YOU SPEECHLES·S
M.U.5.0.
Memorial Union Student Organization
862-1485

Acontact ens
solution that
won't soak you.
Barnes-Hind has made things a lot easier for the
hard contact lens wearer in four important areas: cleaning,
wetting, soaking and paying. Our One Solution puts all
the important maintenance functions into one convenient
formulation. It gives you a nice little price break, too.
So try our One Solution. And enjoy the luxury of carrying
two less bottles around with you. And fifty more cents.

~-------------------------~
,soc
.
- . soc.
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Ed)
.

Save 50~on
Barnes-Hind One Solution.

;,,w ;,

Available at most college book stores and drug retailers.
To the reiailer: Barnes-Hind will reimburse you for !he face value of !his coupon
plus 5~ for handling if you receive it on ihe- sale of the specified product and if
upon request you submit evidence thereof saiisfactorily to Barnes-Hind. Coupon
may not be assigned or lransferred. Customer must pay any sales tax. Void where
prohibited, taxed or restricted by law. Good only in U.S.A. Cash value: 1/ 20¢.
Coupon will not be honored if presented through outside agencies, broker or
others who are not retail distributors of our merchandise or specifically authorized
by us to present coupons for redemption. For redemption of properly received
and handled coupon, mail to: Barnes-Hind Pharmaceuticals, Inc. P.O. Box 531,
Sunnyvale, California 94086. Offer expires March 31, 1981. Limi1 -one coupt>n per
purchase. This coupon good 011/y 1111 purchase of produc1 indicated. Any other us£'
comtiwtes/raud.
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People will suffer with Reagan
"It's a Reagan Landslide," read the _
Manchester Union Leader headline.
And in small print it should have read, the
Ameripan public will be sliding and falling on its
face for the next four years.
.
Ronald Reagan, our fourtieth president ran in
the only race he could ever hope to win.
The American voters were a desperate lot this
year, the public screamed for a change--any
change not nec~ssarily good.
Plagued by global uncertainty and domestic
problems the United State's voters rejected the
more moderate and intellectual approaches of
the other two candidates for the Reagan "quick
fut" philosophy.
One example of Reagan's ultra-simplistic
approach is his view of the economy.
"I have a much simpler model. !fit ain't broke
don't fut it," he said.
~onald Reagan our fourtieth presiqe~t.
Ronald Reagan said in the televised debate
with Jimmy Carter that nobody really knew

about racial problems when he was growing up.
Women, blacks, and hispanics knew they
toiled miserably in the background of a
prospering country. Yet according to Reagan
nobody knew about it. Those who were blind and
without c011science, perhaps.
One mm;t question the insight of our next
president, Ronald Reagan.
Our next Commander-In-Chiefhas suggested
such movea as blockading Cuba in order to make
the Soviet Union wigtdraw from Afganistan, and
has advocated military repsonses in both Iran
and North Korea. He said this when the spy ship
Pueblo was captured in 1967.
Global aggression has never been more
complicated or volatile, and who has his fmger
on the button?
Ronald Reagan, the fortieth president of the
United States.
Diplomatically Reagan has incensed China by
suggesting relations with Taiwan. He opposes
both SALT treaties, and instead favors the
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"intimidation" technique.
Reagan wants to develop every single weapons
system, and increase nuclear capabilities so
then we can stand toe to toe with the Russians, a
monomental stand off.
Certainly a high gamble by our fortieth
president of the United States, Ronald Reagan.
Who will suffer with Ronald Reagan as
president?
Socail · services and education will suffer
drastically. A proposed 30 percent tax cut,
increased military spending, and lower property
truces does not leave a lot ofmoney for welfare, the
Peace Corps, Affirmative Action, or programs
like A Better Chance (AB~) for inner city kids.
Federal atd and grants will be shoved aside. The
B-1 and the M-X missile will take priority this
time. Nor will the disadvantaged and the needy
benefit from Ronald Reagan's 130 billion dollar
military plan for the next ten years.
Who will suffer with our fortieth president of
·the United States•?
Why, the people of course.
T.B.
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SCOPE
To the Editor:
I feel the necessity to respond to the
editorial in The New Hampshire
entitled "SCOPE's Choices Aren't
Students." In this editorial there are
some misreoresentations and
misinterpretations of a minute and a
half conversation with Editor in chief
Rachel Gagne.
First, however, i' would like to
'\cknowledge some of the criticisms
which were constructive in an
otherwise sensational and destructive
editorial:
I. That one of the most difficult
problems is analyzing_student's taste~and preferences for artists.
2_ That students have no structured.
way of inputing their choices in the
selection process.
3. That SCOPE has not taken a
student poll or survey of preferences.
As previously indicated, I agree with
the above statements but cannot agree

with the implication that SCOPE and
specifical!y myself had no interest 10
surveying the student community.
In a letter that I wrote to all SCOPE
executive staff members, prior to my
knowledge of this editorial, I stated:
"SCOPE will be under pressure
during concept and budget time and
the Student Senate and SAFO
(Student Activity Fee Organization)
have the right to know how our
organization is set up. Most
importantly a more comprehensive
selection process for artists must be
developed with much of the burden
falling upon the Publicity Marketing
chairperson and the Selection Contract
chairperson. I encourage that all
members assist with this process which
is vital for the continuance of our
organization."
In our constitution there are two
committees which may take any SAT
paying student as a member. These
committees are the Publicity/ Marketing committee and the Selection/ Contract committe. ·
In both these committees
responsibilities include research for the

taste and preferences of the students in
the University community.
I requested that all pertinent
committee chairpersons begin to
develop an organizational structure for
these committees. Since each
chairperson is a student with a full
course load, progress along these lines
cannot be immediate. -However, our
organization is working towards a
comprehensive selection policy and I
expect this policy to be finished before
.semester break_
For those interested in working on
one of these committees please stop by
the SCOPE office and meet with the
'iOpropriate chairperson.
Also a copy of the constitution of
Scope will be posted on the window
outside the office and I encourage
suggestions, criticisms and comments
about its contents. My office hours are
posted and I usually ama vailable in the
office during mid day / weekdays.
Some of the misinterpretations a ,,d
misrepresentations in this article
include:
I. the implication that SCOPE has
no interest in surveying the University

i

community.
;
2. that concerts s.;ich a~ Springsteen.
Bonnie Raitt, Dari Fogelberg. Seals
and Crofts, and Rpbert. Palmer and
"successful" putccilmes~ I presume
"successful" in a moneta~y sense along
with crowd numbers.
·
I feel that I have answered the first
problem sufficiently _ The second
problem is quite a different matter. All
of these concerts except for Robert
Palmer had to be subsidized (all were
financial losses).
Seals and Crofts, who appeared at
UNH in 1975 costover$23.000inartist
fees with ticket sale prices at $4 and
$5.50. No profit · or loss data is
available, but by all \implfations it was ·
a loss.
Robert Paimer m~de a; $1500 profit
but was budgeted for a loss. UN H was
the onlv sellout on the Palmer tour with
an eariier fiasco in : Buffalo in which
Palmer was to play a:t an arena holding
more than 15.000 and o'nlY :;old 150
tickets. This information ·v.as made
known to w, after th e show was
confirmed and if that information was

known, SCOPE would have rejected a
sellout show.
This letter is rather long. I know. but
promoting concerts professionally is a
difficult task, also putting out a
newspaper or running a film series or
anything else that student
organizations do is very difficult when
members cannot devote 100 percent of
their time. The organizations need
encouragement and help by students .
and more importantly by student
organizations. Since I have been at
UNH this has been my goal and my
actions have proved this.
It is easy for one organization to
critici,.e another. especially if the
organization is a newspaper. It is much
more difficult. it seems. for
organizations to cooperate for the
betterment of the student community-it also makes boring news. Let ·s
cooperate.
Jim J . Pugl isi
President
SCOPE
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Letters
present employee of the USNH for
nearly five years. During my ''career"
here, I've heard the cry for more and
more money from deserving
To the Editor:
I read with dismay the articles ·in individuals. However, I feel that the
The. !"_ew Hampshire about the various ad_m~nistrators are not truly
bemg reahst1c- when they claim for
poss1b1hty of a medical school at the
University of New Hampshire. That example, UNH cannot afford to offer
any amount of funding for some
such an expensive new program is even
Durham day care facilities when in
being considered amazes me. A
medical school is the most expensive of fact: numerous academic departments
gradu~t~ pr~grams to run, and even if place their students in the childcare
cen~ers for course requirements, when
$40 mdhon 1s forthcoming to begin the
vanous UNH work-study students are
program, UN H will have to pay to keep
placed at day care centers in Durham
1t gomg.
for experience and money to continu~
We cannot pay adequately for the
their education; when various UNH
programs that are going on at UNH
departmental/ administrative person!low. The Forestry Program has been
nel do not in fact consider day care as
inadequately funded and
lost its
part of the University of New
acc~e~itation. T~e Library needs much
add1t1onal fundmg, as departmental .· Hampshire.
If this is.the kind of attitude you have
~llotments barely cover the costs of
towards Durham child centers, then
1ournals. much.less new books. Facultv
wno
are you to constaer yourse1ves
and staff salaries are not at the levels
professionals within education? Day
they sho~ld be. Some of our buildings
care is not babysitting service per se it
need mamtenance and renovation.
is a facility that offers a plann~d
I h:1ve been trying for six months to
educational program to the children;
obta1_n $2,000 . for photographic
and apparently this does not enter into
supplies and equipment for use in our
your line ?f reasoning, your budget,
Classics courses, but have thus far not
your conscience.
received any help from the Liberal Arts
~NH seems to have money within its
Dean's Office, or from the Elliott
various departmental budgets to
Fund,_or from the Research Office (for
accommodate generous luncheons for
a possible grant). An Elliott Fund grant
departmental/ professional/ trustee
ha~ ~en made as a beginning for the
meetings; enough money to redecorate
buddmg of a telescope, which would be
various homes and buildings: enough
very nice to have, but why are we
money to reclassify and hold onto
beginning new programs when we
those employees who's roles are
cannot properly ~ake care of the ones
questionable anyway - that is, those
we have?
employees who were hired and/ or
I_ am, personally, disappointed that
tenured only by ''political connec:'
Elholt Program money is not being
tions."
used to better advantage, and toward
bettering our teaching effort in
I suggest that UNH begins to take a
programs that need financial help. And
good look at itself, for the sake of its
for_UNH to take on a medical school, a
reputation, its students and its
employees of all levels.
veritable albatross- that we do not need
until we can afford to maintain it.
UN H says NO to day care facilities
but always YES to those privileged
Warren H. Held
individuals.
. Professor of Classics
If UNH was truly doing a good job,
there would be no need for letters such
as this.

Med school

Rape

Name Wi~hheld

Moonies

To the Editor:
The New Hampshire has failed to
cover seventl cases of rape that have
occurred on call!pus this semester.
.
We feel that this is irresponsible
journalism at its best (or worst). Not
only d_oes_the stud~nt body have a right
to this mformallon--but it is also
To the Editor:
curcia_l for our safety. If the student
~ell done Ms. Prescott, in the Oct.
body 1s made aware of the situation we
3 _I 1~sue, your account of the unnamed
can take the necessary precautions.
victim trapped and eventually lost to
Perhaps the reason you have chosen
the Unification Church will
not to report the rapes is an attempt to
prevent .. mass hysteria" from occurring undoubtedly strike fear in the feeble
minded and captivate those who
l
"1pus. However, as it stands now
rL
are growing out of proportion,' already harbor fantasies of horror
about the Moonies.
crt
"' a more tense and fearful
But Ms. Prescott what about me
atmosphere than need be. We do not
"'.h~ has unwillingly become you;
con~ider th\s ~s a valid argument
v1ct1m? You have taken my life into
agamst pubhcallon, nor do we think a
your hands and declared me unfit for
story would trigger similar sexual
human co~sumption. All right, now I
assaults, if anything it would
discourage it. How many more am your mgg~r. so what ghetto would .
students need to become victims before you cast me mto? What program of
you, as a newspaper, become aware sweet reform will you inflict upon me
and accept your obligation to inform un~il I bec~me palatable to your taste?
us.
Who are you anyway Ms. Prescott? I
know who I am and I made a
. Y:e real_ize that reporting the
mc1dents will not necessarily eliminate conscious. responsible choice to
th e problem. However a generai
become a member of The Unification
awareness -of the situation 1s a
Movement six years ago. You may say
that I'm brainwashed. Well. if a person
nec~ssary prerequisite for preventative
action .
can be brainwashed to work hard then
with God I've worked hard.
Eliza Anderson
I am convinced that people can be
Lee Elder
brainwashed to hate, and fear, and
Cyndi Katz
Brion Leary alienate themselves from that which
they have been told is undesirable, and
Anne Pease
that Ms. Prescott is what you are
Cindy Shackett
becoming very proficient in!
But you cannot brainwash someone
to become a caring. sensitive. and
loving human being, and I dare say that
is what I am striving to become. I
believe in a living God who is embodied
in you and yes in me too. A God that
longs for us to break down the barriers
that separate us and inhibit us from ·
. participating in the plan for au
To the Editor:
As a concerned board member for a creation.
This can_not be done by force but by
Durham day care facilitv. there are
several facts and comme11ts I wish to
each one of us opening our minds to
sh~re. _I~ is standard procedure for
that which is good and truthful in each
umvers1t~es to support day care; day
other. creating harmony in our
care s~rv1ces allow many single parents
ffJ~tionships and in the world around
(especially women) to earn a college
So. my desire is to become a
degree and therefore increase their
chances for advancement within their
champion to liberate the hearts of
chosen careers: many USNH
mankind and if you want to be a
employees are younger women. many
champion of closet bigots, go ahead!
of whom are in need of dav care
I respect that you have a concern tor
facil ities.
·
your . commuity. but my concern for
As I mentioned. I am a board
you 1~ th_at you can go beyond the
member for a Durham day care facility.
re s trictions of vour narrow
I am also an alumni of UN H and a
perspective. Ms. Prescott I'm open to

~nay care

share with you anytime.
Lindy lou Knauf

Parking
To the Editor:
Since 1977 I have examined scores of
pages of minutes from parking and
traffic committee meetings and scores
of New Hampshire articles on the
subject of parking. My conclusion is
that the parking rules are anything but
clear and logical.
Christy Houpis's recent letter
maintains that the presence of faculty
and staff cars in those choice corecampus spaces on weekdays somehow
contributes to safety by denying the
spaces to commuter students. If that is
so, then it would be even safer to go
IJ,u,t. w uu: ~ilu,uion w1:: ttao t>t:fore
1977, when presence of resident
students' cars denied even more of
those sought-after spaces to
commuters.
I don't remember hearing much
about safety when the basic rules
changes were made in 1977. The
rationale then was a much-ballyhooed
"long-r~nge m~ster plan" prepared by
expe!1s1ve outside consultants. The gist
of this plan was that all parking should
be on the edge of campus and that corecampus lots should be converted to
green space.- The publicized objective
was not safety but "campus
beautification."
'
To be fair, I feel such a plan should
require absolutely everybody to park
o!l the edge of campus. But lot A isn't
big enough, and there's never been
money to build new lots. That-didn't
stop the parking and tntffic committee,
though. Under the guise of this longrange master plan, they moved in 1977
to kick all resident students out of lot A
and leave the most desirclble lots to
faculty and staff, with commuter
students getting what's available after
faculty and staff arrive. Some call this
progress; I call it a rip-off.
Area I and II students were the ones
ripped off. since the D.R.A.C.,
committee noticed th.at a provision in
the contract for bonds used to build
lots E and El stipulated that residents
of nearby forms were to use those lots.
With hints being dropped about a
lawsuit, Allan Prince persuaded the

parking and traffic committee to give E·
and El ~ack to resident students. To
make this move look godd, the parking
and traffic committee created the
bureaucratic fiction that E and El were
'.'peripheral" lots.just like lot A. How's
1t feel to be w~y out there on the edge of
campus, Christensen and Williamson?
Given this record, I'd advise peopl~
to be skeptical of statements from the
parking and trclffic committee and their
apologists. Look instead at hard
political facts: faculty and staff have
the clout on the parking and traffic
committee and the will to use it. They
certainly used it in 1977.
In effect, student opposition to those
moves _has been neutralized. Despite
grumbling about not finding spaces at
10 a.m., commuter students have at
least a few more spaces available to
them then they did before 1977. Area Ill
residents certainly have nothing to
1.umplaiu alluut.

Unfortunately, all this has come at
the expense of residents of Areas I and
II. That is why I think it's high time for
them to make some real noise about the
situation and demand their fair share of
the parking pie.
John Graham
Babcock 329

set to decrease,"· is inaccurate. The
figures and the forecast are only
proposed ._to decrease. The Board of
Trustees has no obligation to follow the
a~ministration 's proposal. If the Board
ot Trustees should decide to dispute or
alter any of the figures in either the
formulation or forecast, a change in
student reductions will be made.
The residents' energy surcharge in
the fall semester of 1980 was $84. The
proposed reduction · consisted of a
range decreasing the surcharge 40-50
. percent or $33.60 to $42. This means a
proposed reduced cost to students of
$42 to $50.40.
,
The academic surcharge in the fall
semester of 1980 was $50. The
proposed reduction consisted of a
range decreasing the surcharge 10 to 14
percent, or $-5 to $7. This means a
proposed cost to students of$43 to $45.
These orooosed reductions. based on
complicated forecasts and formulas do
not mention the many variables used in
the computations. All information and
processes used in deriving tlte energy
surcharge are a\'.ailable upon request at
the Student Senate office. If you have
any questions, please refer to either of
us by calling 862-1494.
Liz Nicholson
Chairperson, Residential Life Council
Christy C. Houpis
Chairperson, Financial Affairs and
·Administration Council StudentSenate

Surcharge
To the Editor:
i
We realize that it . is difficult to
understand the procedure used to
compute the forecast land formula of
the energy surcharges .. It took both of
us a great deal of time and work to get
the surcharge fofor,nation and to
understand it. Accurate information
and understanding is impoltant for the
students and . impprtant because
students pay the surcharges. It is our
responsiblity to provide such
information.
In our opinion, the headlines of the
article appearing in' the November 4
article on energy sµrcharges in The
New Hampshire is erroneous. The
headline which states that'."surcharge is

I .

There will be
no critique on
Tuesday
Nov. 10
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Nikolais uses unique technique at UNH

The Nikolias Dance Theatre gave a demonstration of their are at
New Hampshire Hall before their performance Wednesday evening.
(Jonathan Blake photo)

:issuming an ominous corpse-like
dance, studying with Truda
By Megan Evart
Kaschman in Hartford, and
"I am a compulsive creator. . .if :ippearance. Rather than having
Hanya Holm at the Bennington
you give me a schnauzer, two the dancers take their bow,
School of Dance.
Armenian chastity belts and a 19th exposing their actual faces and
After the Second World War, he
century dish pan, I would attempt personalities, I would've preferred
began working at the Henery
to create something with them," a final black-out to preserve the
Street Playhouse in New York
said choreographer Alwin mood.
The second piece, .. The
City, and in 1949, was appointed
Nikolais, whose inovative work
has been shocking and stimulating Mechanical Organ", is Nikolais' director. It was at this point he
most recesnt work. It was a series began to experiment with different
· audiences for over thirty years.
Wednesday night's.per.formance of dances illustration the different ideas in performance art.
.. My total theatre concept
at the Johnson Theatre was~ no facets of humanity, ·b~ginning with
·exception, mesmerizing the sizable a crowd basically moving as .one consciously started about 1950.
audience with a beautiful unit . ·:rnn t>ntiin 2 with l'l ero11J'I nf Although the seeds of it began
potpourri of colors, sounds, and individuals. I enjoyed his choice of much earlier, I'm.sure,"he wrote in
an issue of .. Dance Perspectives."
colored slides projected on the
movement.
He is the creator of every aspect
The program, sponsored by the dances, particularly the subtle bileof his productions:
horeoCelebrity Series, opened with like green Marcia Warde!
graphing the dance itself.
Neumenon From Masks, Props continually sank into as she
composing the music, designing
and Mobiles, which Nikolais struggled to endure her situation in
the lighting, costumes, and slides
choreographed in 1953. Six life, and the blue-green underwater
ihat are used in his pieces.
protoplasmic forms, human beings haze evocative of love in the duet
completely encased in colored sacs of Gerald Otte and Lynn Levine.
The performance ended with
The company as a whole danced ''Ga 11 er y, '' a black -1 i g ht
of elastic material, moved in
unison to an electronic score of together strongly and I was truly extravaganza, which was my least
pulsating beeps and trills. The pleased to see the individual favorite. I felt overwhelmed by the
effect was unearthy as they strength exhibited in the last garish props and costumes,
although I did enjoy the
stretched their covered limbs into selection of the piece.
Nikolais was born in
soundtrack, particularly the
space, and then snapped
themselves into thin, long lines of Southington, Connecticut. He whispering during the many-faced
colors. I did not see the forms as began his creative work composing' duet.
On the whole, the Nikolias
dancers but as some bizarre life musical scores for silent films.
In the 1930's and '40's, he DanceTheatreisastronggroupof
form whiGh, at any moment, would
notice and engulf me. The piece became interested in modern dancers and Mr. Nikolais is a true
directly illustrated Nikolais'
Movie Review,_____v_is_io_n_a_ry_._ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
reaction to the egocentricity of
dance in the 1940' and 50's, with
the lack of any individuality in
neumenon.
The startling finale of the piece
came unexpectedly, with the
dancers slowly pulling the sacks up·
and around their heads and arms,

Times Square
•
•
_minus,
minus

--

Snake in the
gra_ss? I wish
When another roommate moved in last week, he said he
had a pet Fine, I like cats and dogs ...as long as they don't
have fleas. This pet does not have fleas. And he sheds all at
once--doesn't leave hairs all over the place.
This pet is six feet long. This "pet" is a twelve-year-old
boa constrictor. Yes, a snake. His is name is Squeeze.
Wouldn't that make you feel comfortable sleeping at night?
Hardlv.
You' all read about him three years ago when he wasn't
allowed to live on-campus in the mini-dorms. I can
understand the rationality behind that decision.
He lives in an empty television set It looks sturdy. But
sometimes he pushes his head against the glass and I get
an awful feeling that one little nudge and he'd be loose.
He's the type of pet rd like to taunt--make faces at him,
pull his tail, or tie him a knot--but I don't Unlike Nick
Lowe, I do not like the sound of breaking glass.
He has a black tongue, and it doesn't flick quickly like
the average garden snake. It sort oflolls out like a tired dog
who has been lapping road tar.
He has no eyelids. Therefore his eyes never close. I get
up in the middle of the night for a glass of water, and I feel
him looking at me. "Nice evening, huh Squeeze?" He
cannot even b)ink a response. Suddenly, I am not thirsty.
His fur...er, I mean skin, is really quite beautiful. The
pattern on his back looks like the patchwork quilt on my
bed. Similiar enough to camouflage. Uh-oh. I used to
sweep my bed to get the grit out Now I thrash it to get the
snake out.
Oh yes, and his diet Let's put it this way, he doesn't like
peanut butter andjelly. He eats live whi!e rats. Cute little
pets with pink eyes and long whiskers. He won't even
touch my smoked fish chowder and nobody pases that up.
,Don't get me wrong, Squeeze is a nice guy really. He
doesn't bark or jump on the kitchen counter. Doesn't
chase cars. Certainly he cannot lift his leg on my plants.
And I guess it's kind of nice that his eyes never close. It
means someone is always watching the place for us.
Squeeze seems content in his television. I haven't found
him between record albums, and people tell me that's been
known to happen. Imagine that, right between Lou Reed
and David Bowie ... there I go again, worrying about a
harmless snake. But you've got to admit, with a name like
that..

Squeeze. (Ned Finkel photo)

After five minutes of watching "Times Square" my roommate got
angry at me for taking him to the movie.
What's wrong with "Times Square?" Perhaps producer Robert
Stigwood doesn't like New Wave music, or maybe he has monthly
payments to make on a house he bought after "Saturday Night
Fever." But that's no excuse for an hour-and-a-half of first-class
·ignoring and insulting the audience.
There is a soundtrack to the movie, featuring bands like The Cars,
Gary Numan, The Pretenders and XTC; but to me it sounded like a
spectator had brought in his favorite tapes and was playing them at
random moments.
I found four different plots: a friendship between a high- and lowclass girl, a bad try to expose New York's Times Square; an effort to
show how radio stations fool their audience; and a "you-wannatake-it-out-or-shall-we-throw-it-away" briefing of what the PunkNew Wave cultwre stands for. The moment one plot gets dull,
Stingwood jumps to another plot. The audience gets sea-sick and if
there is a philosophy in the movie, it will probably end up between
the seats on the floor.
Sure. Punk came from frustrated young kids who accidently
found out that the noise they made with their electric _guitars could
be used for communicating with other frustrated hang-arounds.
But when you see a topless-bar crowd, mainly in their thirties.
going crazy listening to Nicky (Robin Johnson) sing 'Tm a damn
dog," then you know something has gone wrong.
And when, near the end of the movie, fans stream to~ether to
watch Nicky's first announced appearance, Stigwood reveals
himself as a man who likes watching his neighbors through
binoculars. There is a group of grammar-school girls passing around
something while waiting for Nicky to play.
But what; ue they passing'? The camera is so far away that you only
know it's a two inch-long white rod. If you think it's rebellious to
smoke cigarettes without your parents knowledge, then it's a
cigarette. If you're used to getting wasted at a concert, then it's a
joint.
But in no way does Stingwood take responsibility for what you
_ think you're seeing. A few more times you're fooled in the same way.
Are Nicky and Pamela (Trini Alvarado) developing a mild affair?
is Nicky going to commit suicide? If so, does she plan on dragging
Pamela with her?
Instead of giving an answer to those questions, you're left
wondering whether you made up the ideas yourself.
Punkers enjoy destroying without reason. so in the movie,
televisions are thrown out of the high rise buildings. The almost-hit
pedestrians get angry in an exciting way, b·ut why are those
gorgeous scenes aborted by preceding them witr: oonng snocs 011v ·s
in the air, spinning as if a giant gerbil is jogging inside them.
e
Wasn't there something similar in the endless car chases \\'\_t~c:
"Blues Brothers," a movie showing country-&-western lovers
enjoying a Blues Band; a concert in the end with the stars being
sought after by the entire city, and a sneaky promotion of a
soundtrack and a hit single? And surprise, surprise. in .. Times
Square" Nicky and Pamela are called the "Sleeze Sisters."
I've heard young children really enjoy the film. Perhaps they can
help Stingwood produce his next musical movie for minimum wage.
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-By Ed.SulU.,an

Reaching for the stars is a good possibility
bookstores across America. With any luck, Ute movie
premiere would arrive a few months after the book
campaign. President Fonda could even ·get out a
sequel if she served two terms.
Her,books would sell by the millions,answeringthe
publics most common questions--does Jane have
any pets, hobbies, or really disgusting bad habits? She
might actually come up with some effective changes
for the nation, but I don't know if America coul4 Q_nd
enough money in the national b~dget to outfit the oval
office in Gucci furniture.
A musical comedy team as President and Vice_ somethingnew--we've never
President, that would be

The 1980 Presidential election. The campaign and
all the glitter are gone. Jimmy Carter prepares bis
transition period out of the presidency, as Ronald
Reagan anxiously awaits his first days in the Oval
Oftlce. The President-elect has already set two
precedents. He will be the oldest chief executive to
ever hold office, and he is the first president that bas
been a movie celebrity.
The next election may be quite unique. rm sure
John Anderson is already thinking about the 1984
election. And he's not alone. Now that we've got a
movie star in office, it won't be too difficult for another
celebrity to get on the election ballot Imagine that.
Jane Fonda, Dan Akroyd, John Belushi,
Muhammad Ali or Johnny Carson becoming the
leader of our nation, the President of the United
kStates.
States.
This year's award for "Most Politically Active" goes
to Jane Fonda! (Audience cheers)! Well, maybe not.
Jane Fonda is the daughter of Henry, the movie and
teletjsion actor, famous for his work with the GAF
Talking Viewmaster. Some claim that Henry is the
reason ·that Jane is a celebrity. But actually, Jane has
taken such strong positions on political issues, like
Viet Nam and nuclear energy, that she deserves hjer
own celebrity status.
Each president chooses a cabinet. If elected, Fonda
would do the same.
The position of Secretary of State would have to be
filled by someone experienced in government and well
known throughout the world. How aboutJerry Brown,
or better yet, Linda Ronstadt? James Taylor could take
the position of Secretary of the Interior. The Secretary
of Defense could be Tom Hayden (those who
remember the Chicago Seven know what a hit he
would be at the convention), and Jackson Browne,
arch enemy of nuclear power, could be the Secretary of
Energy.
With a group like that in the top government
positions, who wouldn't feel safe? If anything went
wrong they could sing us out of trouble.
One drawback in the Fonda Administration would
be getting legislation passed. Every issue in the Fonda
regime would be a moral question--from Flouridation
to raising the flag. It would be difficult to get much
accomplished. More important to the public, though,
would be the publishing and release of Jane's
autobiography and memoirs. I can see it now--'The
Whitehouse Years: A Woman's View." ON SALE
NOW! In hardcover and paperh1:1ack, available in

had leaders that could sing, ·not the usuai song and
dance we've been getting.
Dan Akroyd and John Belushi are the amusing
Blues Brothers. They have a background in comedy
through NB<;:'s "Saturday Night L~ve." They have fi~
experience, from a few starring roles in movies, and
they have a political finesse. Well, maybe not finesse,
but they could wok on lhut.. At least 1..he camptugn
would run smoothly. Chevy Chase, Jane Curtin, and
Garret Morris, the cast of "Saturday Night Live,"
would cover the nation representing their candidates.
Of course, there would be a new morale boosting band
for each new week on the trail. I wonder ifputting the
cast to worlc would actually be beneficial or a big
mistake. Chevy Chase might end up falling all over
Washington. Jane Curtin, portraying Mrs. Lupner,
could giv~ out egg salad sandwiches for each promised
vote. Garret Morris, of course, could campaign for the
black at"- 10te vote, you know: "Baseball been berry
berry g°'--- to me."

If elected as a ticket, a new foreign policy would be
needed. The method established would depend on the
nations involved. One thin~ for sure. Belushi would
have to be stopped from going into Samurai Warrior
sketches when dealing with Japan. Akroyd ana
Belushi displayed brilliant team work in their film
''Tite Blues Brothers." If they ever got into the White
House the effect on the nation could be devastating.
Presidents can sometimes set the pace of the
nation. John Kennedy popularized not wearing hats.
Could Akroyd and Belushi change our clothing styles?
What would the country be like with everyone walking
around in black suits, dark sunglasses, and tattooed
knuckles?
l hate to even bring it up but there is always the chance

that Muhammad Ali could. get into office. His <1etense
policy ·isn't too difficult to figure out Punch 'em out,
then orag em out! u1 course that is his pohcy today, v iet
Nam was another story. Actually, all his decisions would
have to be checked out by his .Vice-President, Howard
Cosell (who else?). Howard could p~y a duel role as.
both V.P. and Press Secretary.
I can picture Ali's interview discussmg campaign
slogans. None of this "Let's make America great again,"
Ali would go.right to "I am theGreatest!"Once in office,
three routine changes would have to be made. The
wording on the Presidential Seal would be changed to
"Floats Like a Butterfly, Stings Like a Bee,"all the press
conferences would begin with a quote from the president,
"Ali is head of the USA-From this pbint on, we11 do
things my way, and Camp David would be abandoned in
favor of The Ali Training Camp.Wouldn't that be a great
atmosphere for negotiating world peace?!
A powerful figurehead is necessary in the Oval Office.
So, how about Johnny Carson for President? Lord
knows, we have had some jokers in the past, but Johnny
Carson mi~ht take some aettina used to.
First of all, if Carson became President "All Hail the
Chief," the traditional song· for the Chief Executive,
would have to be changed to "The Tonight Show
Theme." Johnny's cabinet would be difficult to pick, but
one thing is definite, Ed McMahon would be the running
mate. Each time President Carson would hold a press
conference, America would tune in for the mon0Joo11Ed would take his rightful place beside Carson and
announce "Here's Johnny," as the President approached
the podium.
Ot .-ourse, there would have to be a First Lady, but
which of his wives would get the job? It would be really
different to have three First Ladies. Imagine what the
ERA supporters would think?
The bi~est drawback with Carson's presidency would
be the problem ofMonday night What if an emergency
arose? Monday is guesthost mght and the Umte<1 ~tates
would be forced to nick a Guesthost Pr,-sicfP-nt! That
means our leader would be John Davidson, David
Brenner or Joan.Rivers! But, could Johnny squirm out of
his contract with Secret.my of State, Freddie
Silverman"!
A celebrity president. At first the idea appears
somewhat f orb1d<1mg, out mat s wnat we vt: gul.
John_Anderson isn't out of the picture though. Now
that he knows where celebrities rate in the opinion of the
American people, if he's really serious about government,
maybe he should spend the next four years in a cowboy
hat, lining up a movie contract from Universal Studios.
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DOONESBURY

· someone.who actually cares,"
Baisley attributed most of
students• academic difficulties to
.. culture shock.••
.
.. College is so new and different
it takes them a long time to adjust."
· Baisley added.
When a student comes from a
small town and a graduating class
of 100, he is going to have more
trouble adjusting than the big town
students, Duby explained.
rne most reccurrent prot>lem is
time budgeting .
.. The student finds he has no
time for studying with all the
pressures of college," Duby added.
'"To help bidget time we ask the
students to make out a chart from
what they are going to do from 7
o'clock in the morning to 11
. o'clock at night."
"This method helps the studeryt
find time to do everything that is
necessary in a day," Baisley said .
We recommend ten minutes
breaks after each hour's work,
Baisley added.
This helps to relax the mind and
relieve boredom, Baisley said .
Another solution for boredom is
the use of a hi-liter or pen _to out
· line and ask yourself questions as
you go along.
·
"This aids to the concentration
level," Baisley said.
Another common problem .
found especially in freshmen is
homesickness. "It can cause test
and study and study anxiety;·
Duby said.
_
We recommend a trip home
letters to the family, or a long
telephone call to help relieve some
of the homesickness, Duby said.
"If the test anxiety continues we
tell them to relax before the
professor passes out the test."
Duby said, "talking to themselves
or yelling 'stop' in their mind
ususally helps the student
concentrate on just taking the
test.•·
Our main objective here is to
step the student up with a tutor
counselor who will help them
fulfill their goals which the student
sets up with their counselor.
One student listed her goals as
number one: note taking, number
two: reading skills, and number
three: test taki11g.
The problem with note taking is
mainly not listening during class,
Baisley said.

by Garry Trudeau

by Jeff MacNelly
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"Sitting in front of the class and
looking over the notes after class
helps." ~aisley said, "reviewing
notes atter class can help the
student retain more than 80
percent of a lecture."
We also · recommend that the
student use only half their
notebook paper for taking notes
the other half should be used for
as.king questions that they think
will be on the test. Baisley added.
Reading skills are aided by use
of hi-liter but also asking questions
or making notations on the side to
jog the memory of the student
w~en they later return to study it.
The students should also read
the titles and sub-title!l of each of
the chapter and the chapter
summary to familiarize themselves
with the material.
Test taking ~eem~ to be another
major problem in college, Duby
said.
"Wh1.•11 a student takes a
multiple choice test thev should
use the three times method "
Bai~lc~ !'.aiJ .
'
The ti rs1 1imc the student goes
throu:1h the test he ~lwuld answer
the q~e~til)lb he kth)\\:,, without a
1.fouhl. thl'n lhL' !\eL' lHH.1 time he
!'.hou l,l :1 11 ~\\ er th1.· 1.))les he thinks
ih.' l,.11') \ \ htit :, :·,·,di ~ nnt lh)~it i,e
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soreness in his calves from three . · . ~
weeks ago when he went hiking in
J
the mountains.
Having recorded a 4-2 season,
the 'Cats are ahead of last year's
training schedule and have
surpassed the expectations of
Copeland.
"They've killed the training
schedule I've had for them so far,"
noted Copeland . "Last year Kevin
Haddock was working hard to run
2:25 half mile times, and now he's
easily running 2:20's and better.
Everyone is ahead of last year."
Heavy favorites for the top three
according to coaches polled are
Providence College to finish first
with Boston University expected
to take second place. From third to
sixth take your pie~ of any of the
following: Boston · College, -· ·
UMass, UNH, and Northeastern
University.
· -~Now the time is here. We've
be_en waiting for it all year long,"
said Copeland. "We're a little bit
impatient right now. But we'll have
our chance to prove it on
Saturday.''
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that lasts

a lifetime?
Americans from every background
working together with people around
the world to meet their basic human
needs-that's what the Peace O>rps is all
about.
It isn't easy, and it's not for everyone.
For an experience you'll never forget,
call toll free 800-424-8580. Or write
Peace O>rps, Washington, D.C. 20525.

by Joe Kandra
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collegiate crossword

NAT'L MED BOS
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do solemnly swear to
give up smoking or help a
friend give up smoking
for the Great American
Smokeout, November 20.
I promise not to smoke
for 24 hours (and maybe
longer), or to help a friend
quit.
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46
47
48
. 50
52
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~'!,ward Julius

54
55
56
58

To' s partner ·
Many bills
Anger (2 wds.}
Eye parts
,
Began again
Neighbor of. Argen~
Ubi qu1tous (2 wds.)
· tina (abbr.)
Gormandi.zed
. .-s~·NonPfying tenant,
Divis:ion in IIUJic _· · ·_ . potentially
Seasoned pro ·
62 Mawkishly sentiClassifieds
. ,111e11tal
Route to success . .64 F~lf derivation
"There - . " 1940 - 65 Supposed
song
66 L1ke some · beeradjudicate
67 Post office
Robert of song
inventory
Part of a sonnet
Guinness, et al.
DOWN
Washington job, for
short
1 "Cleopatra Jones"
Cognizant
star, Dobson
Sweet. drink
2 Cite
In a mess
3 Placed in a
Secular
particular group
As old as · the hills. 4 Boxing punches
Boisterous
5 Rudimentary seeds
Some MIT graduates, 6 Savage
for short
7 Nine Danish kings ·
Cousteau's milieu
8 Satisfy one's , ./
Kin of G.R.E.
wanderlust
•
Awaiting (2 wds.)
9 Between Tinker and
f-r~ ghtens
Cha.nee
Horace or Thomas
10 Prepared

11 Actress Mary- 12 ~fnd of bliss
13 Kin to I whatnot
14· Signified
21-S.ndra . and ..Ru.by
26 Overhang - 1.
27 Ann-M&rgret!1:,
birthplace ·,
29 Last place .
31 Illusory
34 599, to Cato ·
35 Type of bage 1
37 " - Misbehavin'"
39 New Mexico city
4Q Marc Antony's
wife
41 Kind of indicator
42 11 Said.'' Neil
Diamond song
44 Shine brilli.antly
45 More contrite
48 Injury's complement
49 Something a doctor
makes
51 Series of misfortune~ .
53 Fraser of tennis
.
57 Surgeon Walter ··
60 So-so grade
61 Prepar-e tc fe~ther
63 Motown (abbr.J
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housing contracts,· tbe President
urged students to go to the Student
Senate. Then, she suggested
students write her personally, if
they cannot. get r~uJts fiom
St.udent Senate.
Bacl1et
A questioner asked if the 1980
elections' conservative trend will
make it difficult to get the
University budget approved by the
New-Hampshire State Legislature.
..Not being an expert on New

New dorm

Handler

. ~····..,_,..1 '

is ·

in the budget,:bui the lJ mversity
also investigating individual
funding possibilities.
One person in the audience
reminded President Handler of
last year's controversy over the
proposed dorm. "I think that was
about where to put it, not to
bu-ild1ng it," she responded.

..There's always going to be
opposition. If someone is
inconvenie.nced I'm sorry abo1.n
1hat. But I'm concerned about the
students in the Atlantic Hotel, "she
said, referring to the UNH
students who live in hotels at
Hampton Beach because of the
housing shortage.
In response to questions
concerning funding for sports and
a recent ruling on breaking

Spring Semester

Announcement

CONTEMPORARY APPROACHES TO THE
STUDY OF RELIGION .

Hampshire politics, I don't know," are young_ and have very short
sbe said adding, "I think we're in attention spall$."
for a tough fight ...
The clinicians agreed the
program is very structured and is
She- said there iSc "'.no. possibility
in the immediate f'.uture" for a • good-· preparation for .. the real
world." Next semester the
·
UNH medical school.
clinicians will~ work in public
schools or hospitals twice a week
'I<
to accumulate the I50 hours
necessary to become certified. To
pass the course each clinician must
log 50 hours.
continued _from page ·2
.. When members of the
and therapy time, plus two nours
community come in here, they
of class.
"Thinking of reinforcers takes a don't look at us as the University,"
lot of our time," Bernier said. "If Dr. Lewis said. "They see us as
you use a bad reinforcer the whole professionals and our success rate
therapy session is a waste. The kids is very good."

Communication

helps

People
'·

A new course which aims at introducing students to various styles
and approaches to the study of religion. During the semester, a
number of experts from different disciplines will be brought into

\:

'

the class for diAJoguc and di:n;u~~iou.

prevent

Power

ap·

birth
defects

Religious Studies 501: MWF 9-10AM.
Prof. John Voll of the History Dep't.

~

ALL OVERHAUL SPECIAL

THE TIN PALACE
\.._

FOOD & DRINK

DURHAM BIKE.

Complete Bicycle Overhaul
·at lower fall price schedule

7

Regular Price: 853.00
Fall Special: 838:00
Durham bike
17 Jenkins Court, Durham
868-5634

Hours
Mon-Fri. 9-5 ·
Thur. 9-6
Sat 9-3

O!J{l)[}{].DEPARTMENT OF
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ATIENTION
'GRAD STUDENTS!!!
IF IN TERESTED, SEE L Y NN
Room 151, F ield House
862-2031
ATHLETIC FACILITY SUPERVISOR S
WOMEN'S & CO-REC INTRAMURAL
SUPERVISOR
Hours available: Monday-Sunday

2 BALLARD STREET
DURHAM, N.H. 03824
11:00 AM to MIDNIGHT~tt-'
603-868-7456

ITALIAN

BUFFET
AND
DANCE

Stay
Awhile
With
Friends

ONLY $9.95
All you can eat
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 14
call today for reservation s

NOVEMBER SPECIALS
SPAGHETTI AND MEATBALLS
A heaping portion of spaghetti covered with sauce and meatballs and
topped with parmesan cheese. Comes with bread and butter.
$2.50

the

VEGETARIAN PIZZA
Fresh mushroms, green peppers, onions, and tomatoes on a Whole
Wheat crust makes this pizza unique.

BEEF STEW

$2.75

This thick and delicious stew is the perfect meal for a cold day. Comes
1ri1h hread and h1111n.

$2.50

t the new england ccntczf
,trafford avenue, dutham, n.h. (603) 862-zs1s
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FAST FOR A

WORLD HARVEST
Give up eating for all or part of a day and donate your food money to
Oxfam-America the international agency that funds self-help development
projects in the poorest areas of Asia, Africa and Latin America.
· CONTACT:
Oxfam-America 302 Columbus Avenue, Boston, Massachusetts 02116, (617)247-3304

MUSO PRESENTS

LIUEOAH
A presentation of Celtic music

Tuesday, November 18, 1980
8:00 pm
Strafford Room

Eric Binford

$1

lives for the

M.U.S.O.
Memorial Union Student Organization
862-1485
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Go Wildcats Go! Students
c'mon in and ask about our
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IRWIN YABLANS AND SYLVIO TABET PRESENT
A LEISURE INVESTMENT COMPANY & MOVIE VENTURERS LTD. PRODUCTION

DENNIS CHRISTOPHER IN "FADE TO BLACK"
STARRING

Hampton P_rofessional Bldg. .
'

R ,;r,:;;,:,~,~·l \:~~::"G

Park Ave., Hampton, N.H.
603-'926-2650
FREE additional 15 minutes with a half
..:
hour treatment for new patrons.
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TIM THOMERSON, NORMANN BURTON, MORGAN PAULL GWYNNE GILFORD, EVE BRENT ASHE AND JAMES Lu1s1·:
AND INTRODUCING LINDA KERRIDGE DIRECTOR OF ?HOTOGRAPHY ALEX PHILLIPS, JR. A SC MUSIC BY CRAIG SA FAN
EXECUTIVE PRODUCERS IRWIN YABLANS AND SYLVIO TABET PRODUCED BY GEORGE G. BRAUNSTEIN AND RON HAMADY
ASSOCIATE PRODUCER JOSEPH WOLF WRHTEN AND DIRECTED BY VERNON zIMMERMAN

AN AMERICAN ~ CINEMA RELEASE

.c 1980AmerlcanCommunlcallonslndustrles,lnc.Allrlghls·,eserwed. .

Opening Soon At A Theatre Near You

T

THE FUTURE OF THE
UNH JUDICIAL SYSTEM

&:!C!i;J ~~~=;~~=~~=
MAJOR SPEAKER: The Honorable Hugh Bownes
United States Circuit Judge
First Circuit Court of Appeals
"How to Balance the Rights of the Students and the
Interests of the University: A View from the Courts"
Wednesday, November 19th at 7 :30 p.m.
Granite State Room-MUB
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continued froin page 5
chose Governor Hugh Gallen over
Republican Meldrim Thomson,
Jr. with 2,641 votes for Gallen and
only 584 for Thomson.
Even though he was defeated
statewide by Republican Warren
Rudman, Democrat John Durkin
received 1,834 votes from Durham
voters in his race for the senatorial
seat. Rudman received 1,319 votes.
Durham voters reinforced
Democrat Norman D' Amours'

.

landslide victory for the First
· Congressional District seat with
2,234 votes for D' Amours and 806
votes for his Republican opponent
Marshall Cobleigh.
, In the presidential race
Republican Ronald Reagan
received l, 128 of the Durham
votes, Democrat Jimmy Carter
received 1,016 votes, - and
Independent John Anderson
received 1,009.
The close margins between the
candidates were not a good
indication of what would happen
nationwide.

Durkin ·
~ontinuedJ rom page_4
saying no ballots would bwe
impounded unless the race was still
close at midnight.
Initially Durkin objected to
Smith 's refusal and sought
Governor Gallen for an overrule
vote. But later in Durkin's speech
he said, "I will not seek a recount as
you all know I've been through
that once."

The weary looking senator told
an audience which one campaign
aide termed "'a wake crowd'~that
the first things he would do in his
political future was get some
sleep.
Atter that Durkin said he will
take things one at a time.
" It may be time to earn a living
and educate the children ... } don't
know. Right now I'd say I;m
holding a pair of nines. I will just
have to take things one day at a
time,., he said.

WORKSHOPS:
Three different approaches to Student Discipline
Thursday, November 20th-Strafford Room-MUB
Beginning at 11 :00 AM.
Sponsored by Dean of Students ·Office

RELIBIOUS STUDIES
SPRINB ·1981

COURSE OFFERINBS

Religious Studies 501:

Contemporary Approaches to the Study of
Religion
Prof. John Voll, MWF 9-10

Religious Studies 695:

Independent Study
Prof. Paul Brockelman, hours arranged
Three Medieval Civilizations
Prof. William Jones,TR 11-ll:30

History 740:

History 762:

_England in the Tudor and Stuart Periods
Prof. Marc Schwarz, TR 8-9:30

Sociology 797:
(sec 18)

Special Topics in Sociology: Language of
.Religion
Prof. Soloman Poll, Tues, 2-4:30

Philosophy 417:
(sec 01)

Pltilosophical Reflections on Religion
Prof. Paul Brockelman, MWF 10-11

Philosophy 417
(sec 02)

Philosophical Reflections on Religion
Prof. Neil Lubow, MWF 11-12

Philosophy 520:

Introduction to Eastern Philosophy
Prof. Timothy Triplett, MWF 2-3

Philosophy 571:

Medieval Philosophy
Prof. Paul Brockelman, MWFl 1-12

For futher infomation: Paul Brockelman
44 Hamilton Smith (862-1040)

American Cancer Society
TlilS SPACE CONTRIBUTED BY THE PUBIJSHERAS A PUBIJC SERVICE

GOING OUT OF BUSINESS!
BUY NOW FOR
XMAS OR
WINTER BREAK
SAVE UP TO
70%

NOTHING HELD BACK ·
THIS JS
OUR LAST
SEMESTER

WOMEN'S CLOTHING FROM $5.oo
MEN'S CLOTHING FROM 10.00
LEVI'S FROM $9.99
WOMEN'S r .IOES FROM $5.oo
CLOGS,BUOTS,SNEAKERS

ALL REDUCED
BODY & SOLE
42 MAIN STREET
DURHAM, N.H.

LIMITED TIME ONLYALL SALES FINAL
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Unique Durham service bus-iness4or sale.
Evening hours only. Current downtown
Durham office space could be used for
personal residence, or possibility of
moving into a rent free office. $1,350.00
buyes contract & necessary supplies.
Very profitable, great expansion potential.
Call 742-6091 . 11 /11

Upright piano for sale. Rebuilt. New blackwhite keys, new felts etc. Very clean.
Mahogany case $695 .00. Raymond
Desjardins 742-5919. 11 /14
For Sale: 1977 Ford F150, 4x4, 6 cyl. 4
spd. power steering. power brakes. dual
gas tanks, canvas top, 32,000 miles.
$3800. Call 642-5503. 11 /11
Wanted by Lamprey Regional Solid Waste
FOR SALE- 1978 Chevy Silverado; 4x4;
Cooperative-part-time help to work at
regular gas; 8- ft. box; heavy duty all
refuse-to-energy facility on University
around; automatic; P.S. & P.B.; AM/FM 8
campus.
Unique 11 ½ hour shifts. Hourly
track stereo; spoke wheels; sliding rear
rate of $4.00 per hour. Application
window. Only 21,000 miles. Excellent
available at the Durham Town Office or at
condition. 11 /7
the Lamprey Regional solid Waste facility
FOR SALE- 1966 CHEVY II. Runs
adjacent to the University of New
excellent. New shocks, New Muffler.
Hampshire heating plant. 1117
$200.00 Call 659-3952. 11 /7
WANTED: ARABIC LANGUAGE TUTOR.
Gibson L-7 Customarch-topguitarwithJ.
to begin immediately, rates negotiable.
Smith pickup. $750. Ampeg ReverbeJi.II Simon at 868-1380. 1117
rocket II amplifier $125. Morley PowerWah-Fuzz pedal $75. Dokorder 8140 ·
Tape deck. 4 channel multi-sync. $440.
For more details call Bob at 332-4837.
11/7
Room Mate needed; 3 bedroom house
For Sale. CFA reg . Himalayan kittens.
Down Town Portsmouth, 3 blocks from
Sealpoint $125-$175. Blue Hybrid $175.
karivan
rout.,. Ront no.aotioblo . N on
Put down deoosit nowl Will hold u nt il
smokers & grad-students prefered. Calli
Christmas. Cal 749-2841 . 11 / 11
Rob at 431-5319, anvtime. 11/18
CLEAN & DEPENDABLE- 1970 AMC
Informal Support Groups for Returning
HORNET 39,00Q orig . miles . Newly
Students-mutual support and
painted, 4 new radial tires. New 3 yr
encouragement
for nontraditional
battery. $1500. 749-1586. 1117
students. Groups will meet monthly at
FOR SALE: 165x14 sempevit steel radial
various locations. If you are not already
SNOWS, used one winter on MG. $70, K2
signed up call Cynthia Shar at the
195 cm SKIS with Tyrolia bindings, $100,
Counseling and Testing Center 862-2090
1 'l /1.')
dolomite BOOTS. size 8, $70, heated
queen size WATER BED and frame, $80,
'Having problems with MIDTERM
1320 watt electric HEATER, $20. Call
studying? Whatever your academic
431-6388. 11/18
concerns are, TASK is here to help. We
offer assistance with notetaking, reading,
exam ..studying, time budgeting and
general organizational skills. Make
sludying easier on yourself. Come see usl
TASK Stoke 35-C 862-3698.
PROFESSIONAL TYPING at its best by
University Secretarial Associates. IBM
FOUND near downtown Newmarket on
CORRECTING SELECTRIC. Choice . of
Route 108. Small black-and-white cat,
style, pitch. Spelling. grammar,.
•(white
paws, white stomach). with flea
punctuation corrected . 14 yea.rs·
secretarial/teaching experience. Diana 1 col.lar. Call 659-6175. If no answer, call
Schuman 742-4858. 12/12
· · , a·s 2-1490 and ask for Kim Billings.

PRECISION TYPING - Experienced
secretary in all areas of typing. Fast
and professional results. Choice of
type elements and style. Reasonable
rates. Call Bethany 868-5746.
12/12.
Healtl-1 Resource Booth - provides health
information,. weight checks, blood
pressure checks, vjsicin screeni_
ng, minor
first aid and cold . care. Services free.
Everyone is welcome: r,.1on . & Thurs. ) 1
am- 1:30 pr'n next to ~h~ MUB cafeteria.
11/21
·.
.
Sick of Laundry? rn do it for you I 1 week's
wash (up .to 4 ft . high) done for $3.00._ I'll
pay for soap, etc., but you pay machine
charge. Call "ye Old Laundress", 2-1172,
Rm . 201. 11 /7

,.·

·,

-

Atteniton SKilffiiVll I UNH ski trips to
Stowe, Vt. : Lake Placid, N.Y.,
Stratton/ Bromely, Vt., Mt.
Washington Valley, N .H. and
Steamboat Colorado over Winter
Break. Ranging from $118-$138 it
includes 5 days, 5 nights, lodging. ·
-lift tickets, races, free beer and ..more. Contact Dave B. Holtzman.
Congreve 19, 862-1653, 868-9803.
Deposits are due by November 6,
first come first serve. Also make
reservations for Bermuda and
Florida trips during Spring Break.
,11 /14.
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Past life ~herapy: is something in your
present lile puzzling you7 Regression is
often a way of solving puzzling
relationships . Who & where were you
before 2 & with whom7 for appt. call 1207-439~9383. 12/12
.

Dover. 2 room studio ~pt. plus bath. No '
pets. Ref-stove-$160.00 month one
· person. $220.00 two persons. Nov. thru
June or longer. $100.00 Sec. Ladisheff.
742-5919. Heat & Elec extra. 11/14 ·
· Needed: One female roomate to share a~
!>~9.r~om ~pt. with 3 other girls in Dover.
on

J(

v on

routo.t

900d

AI\OUNI)? ,

noighbot .:. ,

inexpensive, call Joan 749-3382.11 /7

ro.the·;;Pep;;·o1·~v·;;p;.a·p·.-.-:w~·,,he'.:e·itis: ·1 /)\

the weekend, or is this the week and
Tuesday, Wednesday & Thursday make
up the weekend? Whatever, I thought I'd
start it off for you with your very own
persona II Are we going to be "on the road
again" today, or should we stay here and
run. study (?), watch the itty bitty diper,
and play with "The kid"7 Whichever,
though I don't yearn for a "conventional"
or tick-tacky trailer, you'll always be my
number 1 much, teacher, and even
bootmanl Go Bluel love. Pam .

o~b·P:·~j'~-~'i·~··~oi~·i~·iei··~-~i-,i.-sis·k~o~

Why not?

l \\l'
1

~~
.F~nd it in the Classifieds.
Send a singing telegram
Keep someon.l! t.l'11rm

how super I think she isl The Warehouse,
Fred's, Straswberry Daiq's. early raids,
breakfast in PJ's and overalls, are all top•
notch memories. And just think. there's
lots more to comet Have a nice weekend.
Lots of love & smiles, Your "big" sis.

Li~~;··oo··~i~g~··do··~eii··~-~···,i~~-;~phy

tests? Not if they study together in the
library the night before ...

Help regenerate Recycling on Campus.
Show your concern and bring ideas to
Students for Recycling. Meetings Weds
7:30 Ham-Smith 125 Complete t;,e
Cvcle ... Recycle 11 /14
Found: Outside of MUB Monday nightWebster's Seventh New Collegiate
Dictionary and a notebook. Call 21603.. Linda or Julie.
Gourmet Dinner II presents "A fea~t in
Sherwood Forest", Fri. and Sat. Nov.
14th and 15th in the Granite State Room
of MUB. Cocktails and hors d'oeuvres·.
served at 6:30 p.m. and main dinner"
served at 7 :30 p.m. Tickets are now on
sale at MUB ticket office, Price $11 .50 per
person . For more information and .
reservations contact MUB ticket office
(603)862-2290. 11/21

Wed .-Sat.

8PM-IAM
Sun 7-12

Off Rt. 108, up the hill bet. the P.O. & Bank

Fri & Sat:

BLUE LIIHTS

Great Dancing, but be early to avoid
the lines.

Sun:

Hoot with Trigger Cook
dinner cooked by Bill Nutter
Happy hour all night

Nov. 13, Thurs: Mary McCaslin
$3.00 in advance
Jim Ringer
$3.50 at the door
Sessions Music Store Portsmouth
Tickets:
Stone Church Newmarket

WE BELIEVE
IN HAPPY ENDINGS

Class Ads
Friday. and Tuesday

29 Main Street
Durham
Phone
888-7051

Hours
Mon-Sat 9-5:30
Thur. & Fri. Till 7

NOV. 14 & 18
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You'll enjoy our.
class.

Old Dover Rd. Newington

PILE JACKET BUNTIJVG SWEATER
Lightweight Warmth and Dryness
Patagonia pile garments are as warm
as wool and as light as down. Functional .
and good looking,· pile garments are suited
for every type of outdoor activity.
Used for over 20 yea~s by North Sea
fisherman.

lPildtrnt55 Crails

Pettee Brook Lane
·
Durham, New Hampshire 03824
Sat. 9-5, Mon.-Fri. 9-5:3Q,

Tel. ·

•-

(603) 868-5584

4
.

.

DOVER EXCHANGE CLUB
PRESENTS

4- OKTOBERFEST ,

SATURDAY ,,,- NOV. 8, 1980

4P.M.
UNH COLLEGE BOWL
-

- •>

~ -~ ~-i~

to

12 A.M.

M.U. B. * GRANITE STATE ROOM

*

U. N.H.

DONATION $3.50 iHsoN * FULL GERMAN BUFFET
TICKETS MAY SE PURCHASED AT:
Bi DURHAM
- Mll B TICKET 0HIC£

-nnn

BROOK MKT
- TOWN i CAMPUS

IN DOVER
· GARRISON GROCER

· CAR PH GALLHIY

Proceeds to benefit EX'Change Club charities.
Tearn rosters due November 12 & 13
Registration fee SS.0O
Student Activities Office. Room 126, Me mortal Union - 9 a.m. -4 p.m.

THE NEW HAMPSHIRE
FRIDAY,
NOVEMBER
7, 1980
.
.
,
.
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Morning line·

A II handicapper's are picking against the house line. This week's guest is Brendan DuBois, managing editor of
ThP New IIAmp1:hiro. Dubois is rccovcr iri0 .fr u rri :, ur~ ery

ui

tilt: .i\'Iury ffltt.:h cuc:k Uu.lp ll u l lrt U u n u ver, lv'.ff.

Last week, Channel 4 (WBZ) sportscaster Bob Lobel defeated the Old Grad (3-4).

Hooters fillish with flurry
By David Elliott

UNH wide receiver Frank Keough (10) will put his streak on
the line tomorrow. Keough has caught a touchdown pass, 49,

47, and 84 yards, in each of the three games he has played.

(Artillmanphoto)

. .

been scarce for the Wildcats so
A tie in ·soccer is often they weren't about to apologize.
discouraging for both teams. But
At 37 =42 UNH was pressing on
UNH came away feeling pretty the Dartmouth goal. Dartmouth
·
fullback Tim May got control of
d f rom T ues d ay,s 1- I tie
at the ball and tried to clear it out of
goo
Dartmouth
College.
"It was a positive way for us to the zone. His pass hit the leg of
.1 end the season," said u NH head
teammate Tom Herold and rolled
coach Bob Kullen. "We played as past Big Green goalie Gordie
well as we have all year."
Krahling.
"I wasn't very happy with the
UNH sophomore halfback
game today," said Dartmouth Scott Reither was the nearest
coach Tom Griffith. "They beat us Wildcat to the scene and was
to the ball all day. We didn't play credited with the goal. It was
with much spirit."
Reither's second goal in three
At 26:48 of the first half, games.
Dartmouth Steve D' Antonio took
"I didn't even know ·1 scored it .
1
a routine shot on goal from twenty until after the game," he said.
'yards out. But the ball glanced off
The game was not as close as the
the leg of a suprised Randy Bok-- score indicated. UNH controlled
and bounced past UNH goalie the ball for most of the game.
"On the scoreboard it was even,
George Gaillardett.
"I was going one way ~nd t~e but on the field we owned it," said
ball went the other,
said
Gaillardetz.
Gail~ardet_z.
"We played really well today but
Nme mm~tes later U.Nh e\lened_·: .wejµst couldn't -co.n.nect on all. o~r
t~e game with another. less .than .ctil,lnces,'' said Reither.
Dartmouth outshot UNH 20-16
picture perfect goal. But goals have

but the Wildcats owned the good
scoring opportunities. Early in the
game, freshman forward Tim
Lenihan, who has come on strong
in the last four games, got a good
·pass from captain Sam Welch.
Lenihan shot for the lower
corner but Big Green goalie Gordie
Krahling came up with one of his
six saves with a move to the left.
With the tie, Dartmouth, ranked
sixth in New England, fell to 6-4-1.
UNH ended its season at 3-11-1.
But in the last three games of the
season, the Wildcats won two and
tied one.
. . "In those last three games
everyone played with confidence,"
said Gaillardetz. •• And now we are
·1ooking forward to next year."
"The Babson win was the
turnaround," said K ullen. "After
that, the team realized they could .
beat anybody.
"That win ( 1-0 over Babson on
Oct. 28) _made the 3-11-1 season. I
am really proud of these guys. I
have been all season."

UNH harriers ready to run
By Gerry Miles
It has been a long time coming.
And for some, including UNH
men's cross country coach John
Copeland, maybe a little bit too
long.
Since July first when the
Wildcats' pre-season training
began on their own, and for most
before that, the goal has been to
take each meet one at a time. "But
admittedly, the New England's and
the NCAA's have been in the back
of our minds since then," said

••--:·

'<: ._

Copeland.
The tirne has come for the
Wildcats to execute what they've
been training for. Following a two
week lay-off because of schedule
changes, the results will be posted
tomorrow at the 1980 New
England Championships in
Franklin Park.
"These are the two weeks we've
been waiting for all year long,"
stressed Copeland. "We've had
goals all year long, like to start the
year with a win ""'"r C'nnnecticut

and then to beat Maine and so
forth. · .But in the back of our
minds has been these next two
weeks."
UNH's seven man team wilf
consist of co-captains Guy Stearns
and Kevin Haddock with Dean.
Kimball, Tim Reever, Philo
Pappas, Dean Morrow and
freshman Dick Robinson,
rounding out the roster. George
Junior will miss the meet due to

:-•.: ::

f>\JNTRETURNS
Peter Oue-Hette, ME

Dean GiHfa; NH

. Reggie Eccleston, CT

Joe Markus. CT
)BQb Manning, MA

Cort C<:>Uins, NH · ,

K1CKOFF RETURNS
Cal Whitfield, Rl
Rich Coppola, BU
·Jim Ryan~MA

.-

No

·7 .

6,

Petef OueBette, ME

5
17

Curt Collins, NH

7

•,••.

··-

. ·-• . { EAotNG<SCORERl )

·><,arry Pearson, MA
·· Jim Quinn, NH

Lorenzo Bouier, ME
Bob Segar, CT
Jeff PeHn. BU
Joe Brook_s, RI

19-19
24·25 -·

1. 1

TOMORROW'S GAMES
Massachusetts at Holy Cross
Rhode !stand at Lehigh
Central Connecticut at Northeastern
Boston Un iversity at Connecticut
Maine at Princet0n
I.
Laytay,,me at New Hampsh ;re
j. URI kick returner Cal Whitfield runs out of field and his wit is
~-iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiai~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiii:iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii:t! , Kosinski (69) and Steve Doig ( 58) close in. (Art Ill man photo )

worthless as Joe Clemente Chris
·
'
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Sports
Holt looking for split in two-game series

UNH opens with Toronto, tonight, tomorrow
By Larry McGrath
Charlie Holt said. "This year he is
The time to talk is over. The . more mature, more skilled- a
skates are being sharpened and the better goaltender."
The players surrounding
sticks are being taped. A few more
Moffett should be older and wiser
sweeps by the zamboni and all will
also. Last year's squad only
be ready. UNH opens its 1980-81
hockey season tonight in Snively graduated two players (Captain
Arena· against The Univeristy ·of Bob Francis and wing John
Normand) so dre 'Cats look to
Toronto at 7:00 p.m.
After a disappointing 12-18 have a better balance of experience
season last winter, the Wildcats this season.
"We've got better depth than
hope to regain some of the glory

bringing his team high ·25 assists
with him.
Freshman sensation Andy
.Brickley returns, centering a line
between Barbin and senior Frank
Barth. The Brickley line represents
95 points of last year's production.
"The· Brickley line .has been
moving the puck well," Holt said.
"The other three are starting to."
If preseason is any indication,
the puck has been moving very well

gi1iucd two yc,u ~ asu. The J978-79

we've had," Holt 3aid. "Cc, tainJy

-1=nding up in the oppon"nt.3 net

'Cats won the ECAC title in the
Boston Garden and traveled to
· Detroit to vie for the NCAA
crown.
Goalie Greg Moffett, the Most
Valuable Player in the '79 ECAC
Tournament, is once again
guarding the UNH net.
"Greg's a goalie that had a fine
sophomore year," UNH coach

better than last year..,'
Last year was Holt's first losing ·
season at UNH and he also failed
to make the ECAC playoffs for the
first time in nine years. But 'last
year is gone. The Wildcats suffered
from a lack of scoring last year.
While leading scorer Francis has
departed, number two man, cocaptain Dana Barbin, returns

regularly. The Wildcats averaged
11 goals ..i game in their three
scrimmages. The 15-1 thrashing of
St. Anselm's Tuesday proved little
but UNH scored nine times each
against Salem State and
Merrimack Colleges last weekend.
The University of Toronto visits
Durham tonight. The '"Varsity
Blues" .won the C.I.A.U.

,,

championship last year with a 172-3 record in coach Gord Davies's
second year at the helm.
"They (Toronto) play an
excellent calibre of hockey," Holt
said. "If we split ( one win-one loss)
with them, I think we'll be doing
quite well."
Canadian schools usually lose
their top players to the Junior A
programs or American schools. A
difference in classification of
Junior A hockey does e:ive the
schools from Canada a slight edge.
"Junior A is not considered
professional hockey in Canada,"
Holt said. "It has been deemed
professional in this· country,
however."
But the advantage is nullified by
the fact that professional hockey
scouts scour the Junior A ranks for
players and that fact attracts some
of the quality people. Once in
Junior A the players usually look
for a professional contract in
hopes of making the NHL.
"It is true that a lot of kids in
Canada who think of having
careers in hockey come out of
Junior A." Holt said. "It's just like
kids in the U.S. wanting to play
basketball. Only most basketball
players happen to come out of
college."
Holt has been working with the
squad for the past few weeks aided
by undergraduate assistant coach,

Cap Raeder. Raeder, a former AllAmerican goaltender at UNH
(1973-74), comes back to Durham
to help with the goalies.
Raeder, who spent time in the
World Hockey Association with
the New England Whalers, should
help Moffett close in on his own
career save record (1896).
Coaches Dave O'Conner and
Bob Kullen have been tied to
committments in other sports, but.
are preparimz to help Holt out
soon. Kullen, the UNH soccer
coach returned Wednesday, while
O'Conner must wait until after the
football team's final game, a week
from tomorrow.
"That (their return) will pick up
the amount of coaching we can
do," Holt said. "We can break
down the teaching of fundamentals more in practice."
The 'Cats play Toronto again
tomorrow night in Snively and
then have a week off before
traveling to Bowling Green, Ohio
+er•a pair.:..games. next weekend.
UNH has 33 players on the team
•and everyone's healthy. The
Wildcats will skate four lines
tomorrow and are sure to reap the
benefits of having a r·ested team in
the third periods of games later this
season.
"We're pretty healthy, "Holt
said . . . Everyone's ready."

Athletic tickets no go
UN H student athletic tickets will not be honored for either tonight
or tomorrow night's hockey games here against the University of
Toronto.
General admission ($3) and reserved ($4) seats are available at the
Ticket Office. Athletic tickets apply to ECAC games only.
"The reason we have to charge admission is because we had to pay
for this team (Toronto) to come here,., said Business Manager M ike
O'Neil.

Snively -gets an organ
UNH sophomore right wing Dan For~et sends one of the Wildcats' 15 goals past St. Anselm's
goaltender Larry Manning in Tuesday s 15-1 landslide victory. (Bill Hill photo)

Who is the only man to play for the Red Sox, Celtics, Bruins,and•
now the Wildcats? Organist John Kiley will complete this grand slam ·
of organ playing at tonight's hockey game in• Snively Arena.
The organ was donated by the Alumni Meritorious Service
Association. Kiley will play between the first and second period
while UNH music student, Faith Stiles, will assume her regular
duties tomorrow night.

Wildcats host lethargic Leopards
Prohibitive favorites to extend streak
By Larry McGrath
Six weeks can make a world of
difference. Six short weeks ago the
UNH football team was an 0-3
collection of bumps and bruises.
The 'Cats had lost two tough
games to Connecticut and Boston
University sandwiched around an
embarrassing defeat to Wayne
State, 17-7.

Now things are different. The
Wildcats are riding their longest
win streak (five) since the Rams of
Rhode Island ended a 12 game
skein in 1977. The Wildcats got a
bit of revenge as they pulled out
their last-second victory . last
Saturday against URI.
"We have a better.feeling since
we've been winning," UNH head
coach Bill Bowes said. "I've felt all
along that we were a good football
team, but when you are 0-3, you're
not backing it up."
During the four prior·
consecutive victories, the UNH
defense has been outstanding. It
rallied the squad against
Dartmouth to start the streak and
continued its fine play throughout.
Last week UR I ran through the
Wildcat defenders in the second
half, allowing the Rams back into

a game that had promised to be a
rout.
"The only time we did;anything
defensively was when w~ had to,"
Bowes said. "Thank God we did."
Lafayette comes to 'Durham
tomorrow (game time 1:00 p.m.)
with a 2-5 record. The Leopard
have notched wins against such
non-powers as Davidson and
Penn. The Easton Pennsylvania
School has had troubles this
season, being shut out on three
occasions. The latest whitewash
last week, as Colgate rolled over
the Leopards, 44-0.
Opponents have outscored
Lafayette, 122-36 in the team's
seven games. UNH should widen
that margin, as it has scored 79
points in the last two games.
"We didn't possess confidence.
early in the year,'' Bowes sai~
"Offensively we showed
confidence Saturday especially on
that last drive. We have that
confidence now."
Bowes is disappointed by the
defenses' performance last week
but they should put a smile back on
his face tomorrow. They'll do it
without ·defensive back Dean

Gillis, who is out for the season
with a dislocated shoulder.
Tailback Jim Quinn, the 'Cats
leading rusher, is listed as
questionable with a banged-up
knee.
Curt Collins will be there to fill
the void with Dave Kass at the
tailback spot should Quinn be
unable to play. Collins hurt his
knee Saturday but should be all
right · for tomorrow. Fellow
freshman Mark Nichols returns
after bruising his thigh against
Northeastern two weeks ago.
Minor injuries to Dominic
Lamarra and Steve Hirons have
healed, as is the case with tackle
Ken Kaplan.
The big news from the injury list
is the return of senior co-captain
Doug Romano. Romano may
!eplace Paul Gorham at tight end
Saturday. Gorham was Saturday's
hero but was the number two man
until Romano's knee went against
Dartmouth.
.. It's up in the air as to whether
Doug will start tomorrow," Bowe~
said . "But he needs to play."
The beat should go on.

UNH defensive end Steve Hirons jars the football loose from
URI quarterback Dave Grimsich. {Art Illman photo)

